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Campus leaders snubbed.at MSUSA convention
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

convention hosted last weekend in Mankato
and left the other· six. schocils that make up
MS USA in shQCk.

In the song, "'The Fanner in the Dell," the

'The schools felt left out like we were

~~~~~t ~~:~~:;;e~:e~i~~k~fth~~~

going ~hind their backs," said Amy Hanson,

SCSU is asking pennission from the

The Minnesota state law reads -that all

the cheese.

SCSU

MSUSA ,representative.

''They

thought we were traitor."

Minnesota House of Representatives to

stale ·universities must belong to MSUSA.

withdraw from Minnesota State Universities

State Representative Joe Opatz, D-16A, is
representing SCSU. The bill has been
nicknamed the "Opatz bill."
Minnesota State Universities Student

· Student Association if it isn't · given
proportional representation.
This was announced at the MSUSA

Association is designed in a way that each
school has one vote.
SCSU has more than 14,000 studerits and
is the largest university in MSUSA. With
each student paying 17 cents per credit to be
a member of the association, SCSU makes up
approximately 30 percent of MSUSA's
budget.
SCSU is asking for proportional
representation. This would give each school a
certain number of votes in relat.ion to the size
of their student body. The law being proposed
states the representation of campuses shaJI be

proportional to the full-year equivalent
enrollment of undergraduate and graduate
students on each campus.
Hanson said SCSU listened to other
schools' concerns by opening the floor for
questions after the bill was introduced.
Addressing the topic of compromise
Hanson said there is not a great deal they
could compromise about. She said
cOmpromise will occur after the bill passes
through the senate.

Wheelin' through life

Go TO CONFERENCE, PAGE 10 •

Police report

two assaults
near SCSU
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

There have been three incidents of
violence against women reported to
campus or local law enforcement
officials since Saturday.
The first incidenl was reported to St.
Cloud Police as an attempted sexual
assault. It occurred late Sunday at about

f:tsi,.m:-

Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDTTOR

Sophomore Chad Hansen drives his wheelchair accessible van las! week In SI. Cloud. Hansen was a !ruck driver prior to a
car accident which occurred almost five years ago leaving him a quadriplegic. See photo story, Pages 14-15.

I

by Shane Opatz
PHOTO EDITOR

twas Feb. 26, 1993, on a rarely traveled
road.
It was the day that changed Chad Hansen's
life.
The sun flared through the windshield of
his car, blinding him for a brief moment as he
slowly turned left, one block away from his
home. It was in that moment he was
temporarily blinded by sunlight that an oncoming car struck his.
Seconds later, he could see his way
through the webbed glass of his windshield to
his final destination that day - a house near
Gilman, Minn. he had just rented. But he
could not move.
Hansen Was involved in a head-on
collision.
"When we collided I hit the steering wheel
with my chest and the windshield with my
head: When my head ricocheled back off, it

shattered my neck," said Hansen, who is now
an SCSU sophomore.
The accident spun his car toward his newly
ren!ed house and broke his neck,. Bui ii
happened at relatively low speeds. "I was
going around five mph
• and the other guy
around
25
mph,"
according to police
investigations into the
accident.
Hansen was not
wearing" a seat, belt,
which he said might
have saved him fronithe
neck injury.
"In
a
normal CHAD HANSEN
situation, I should have
walked away from that accident. It was a onein-a-million freak accident that shattered my
neck," Hansen said.
.
Hansen found out at the St. Cloud Hospital
that five out of the seven cervical vertebrae in

his neck were shattered . One week later
surgery was performed. 'They totally fused
my neck together and between C3 a"nd C4
vertebrae they put in a little metal rod or plate
because that was damaged the worst," Hansen
said.
The fusion of cervical vertebrae is done to
make the bone meclianically stable and
enables it to hold the head in place. Metal rods
or plates are used when the bone, is too
fragmented to be fused.
One week after surgery Hansen's
neurosurgeon infonned him of his prognosis.
He was a quadriplegic. I! was probable he
wouldilol·be able to move his arms and would
never be able to drive again.
·
Besides suffering a broken neck, Hansen's
career was shattered.
Hansen's childhood dream was to be a
truck driver.

Go TO HANSEN; PAGE 14 •
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A young woman, who is a student al
SCSU, was walking near Halenbeck Hall
on the University Bridge when she was
grabbed from behind and thrown to the
ground. The attacker ripped her coat in
the process.
The attacker ran from the scene and
the woman used a blue emergency caJI
box in the area to notify University Public
Safety. Safety officers responded and
then caJled police while simultaneously
guarding the woman and conducting a
search for the perpetrator.
Miles Heckendom III, director of
UPS said he wasn't sure if the assault was
inlended as a sexual assault.
"It's one) of those where we aren't
sure, so we're being caulious," he said.
"We met with her, and she was visibly
shaken. She shared her infonnation with
us, and we called the police while
5e¥Ching for the attacker."
Capt. Len Smallwood of th~ St. Cloud
Police Dept. said the incident was
classified as an attempted sexual assault
because the woman reported having her
breast fondled when her coal w"as lorn.
Lee LaDue, sexuaJ assault coordinalor
· said she was informed of the incident and
spoke with the victim. She said she was
not going to classify this incident as a
sexual assault at this time because of her
talk with the victim.
'There was nothing in her: mind that
indicated !hat was his intent," LaDue
said. "It could have been, but he could
have been going for her wallet."
A second assault was reported
Monday to UPS. A young woman who is
also a student at SCSU was punched in
the nose on Fifth Avenue near Barden
Park al about 11:45 p.m. Saturday.

Go TO ASSAULTS, PAGE 8 •
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for housing. Those numbers are based on 59
-items, for which prices are collected by ·the
Chamber of Commerce.

St. Cloud's cost of
living moves closer
to national average
St. Cloud's overaJI cost of living was 98.7
on a scale of I 00 for July to September of

1997, the last index released.
That pulJ)~r is 1.3 percent below the
national average, according to the Cost of
Living Index prepared by the ·American

Chamber of Commerce Researchers.
St. Cloud's cost of living had been 98.5 for
the second quarter of 1997 and 98.3 for the

first quarter.
Six component indexes figure into cost of
living in St. Cloud, with 100 always being the
comparing point, or national average: 106.5
for transportation, I03.6 Tor grocery items,
103.5 for miscellaneous goods and services,
103 for health care, 91.6 for utilities, and 88.9

Council says no to
HIV/SID Prevention
apartment developer
Project presents
Andrew Goetten wants to build
apartments or townhomes on property he 'Voices that Care'

owns, but so far the St. Cloud City Council
has denied him the rights.
At Monday night's cit)'· council meeting
Goetten was told he could not procede '!Vith
either of his proposal on land he owns at Oak
Grove and Maine Prairie Roads.
Goetten originally wanted to build up to
203 multiple-housing units on his 9- and 6.7acre parcels. He then changed his proposal to
110 apartments and 48 townhomes, but wis
still rejected.
Goetten has threate;ned to sue if he is not

TONIGHT
'Swingers'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. "Swingers" is also
- playing Friday, Saturday and
Sunday at the same time
and location.

FRIDAY
Winter Camping Trip
UPB is hosting a Winter
Camping Trip to Camp
Ripley. The trip leaves Friday
and returns Sunday.

MONDAY
Winter Week begins
8 p.m. in Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium. Winter
Week begins with "Crash:
Visual Percussion", an
ensemble that integrates
music, dance and theater. It
is free with an SCSU ID and
$5 to the public.

Semester conversion
information session
3 p.m. in Atwood Memorial
Center. Other sessions will
be held Tuesday from 10 to
11 a.m. and Wednesday 5 to
6 p.m.

Habitat for Humanity
Fund raiser
The fund raiser will last from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Atwood
Memorial Center.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicfe, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
News..

. .................. 3-10

Career and Money ................ 11

Commentary/Opinion ...... 12/13
Sports .................................... 17
Diversions ..... ........................ 21
Classifieds .............................. 26

"Voices that Care" is a unique theater
experience by and about people with
HIV/AIDS and those who love them. Ir will
be presented at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 10 in the
Atwood Little Theatre.
The mv /SID Prevention Project is
hosting the theater group, Spindletree
Productions, with co-sponsorships from
Minority Student Programs, the SCSU
Women's Center, the Department of Applied
Psychology, Human Relations and

Multicultural Education, Social Work,
Sociology and Anthr0pology, Women'~
Studies and the ceiuer for CommunitY
Studies.
Contact the HIV /SID Prevention Project
at 255-4849 to answer any questions about
the preSC!ntation.

Car collides with bus,
no children injured
A 1988 Oldsmobile hit a bus owned by
Trobec Bus Service.
Michael Teff, 20, of Foley was traveling
west on County Road 75 when he ran a red
light at Sixth Avenue North. His car hit
the bus, which was driven by Richard Paul
Reis, 20, ofMotley.
None oLthe 53 students aboard the bus
were injured, but Teff was Lransported to St.
Cloud Hospital.

STA'.1'.E & NATION BRIEFS

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

allowed to build on the land.
The cOUncil's reason for rejection was that
it did not fit into the city's comprehensive
plan in the neighborhood.

Lewinsky's
credibility hurt
by new scandal
While Whitewater prosecutors
prepare to open a grand jury
investigation into sexual allegations
against President Clinton, more
allegations involving Monica
Lewinsky were released.
Minutes before Clinton was to
start the State of the Union address,
Andy Bleiler, 32, of Portland, Ore.,
revealed in a news conference set
outside his home that he and
Lewinsky had had an five-year
affair.
Allegedly, Bleiler and Lewinsky
had an affair the year after she
graduated from )1.igh school and

continued until a year after Bleiler
was married.
Lewinsky allegedly told Bleiler
that she was having oral sex with a
high-ranltjng White House official,
but never got more specific than
that.

'Oreo' comment
does not result

in firing of
college president _ WCCOanchor
John Lombardi, president of the dies at age 73
University of Florida, will remain
in that position despite a racist
comment, about a man who will
soon be his boss, at a faculty
Christmas party.
Lombardi apologized Tuesday

Dave Moore, longtime anchor
for channel 4, died yesterday after a
long illness.
Moore was a Twin Cities native
and began work for WCC0-1V in
1950.

He left the . IO p.m. anchor
position in 1985 when Don Shelby
took over the position.
He entered a Twin Cities
hospital.in May 1997 for quadruple
bypass surgery. He remained
hospitalized for most of the time
after the surgery.
Moore wa~ remembered by
friends and colleagues as a gifted
writer, committed to the community
and a conscientious journalist.
Moore was also active in local
theater for several years. He also
hosted a public affairs show until he
was hospitalized.
Donations for the Dave Moore
Scholarship Fund for Journalism
can be sent to Dave Moore
Scholarship Fund, The University
of Minnesota Foundation, Suite
200, 1300 S. Second St., Mpls.,
55414.
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for calling incoming university
system Chancellor Adam Herbert
an "Oreo." Lombardi, who is while,
called Herbert this, saying he will
be good at dealing with whites
because he is "black on the outside
and white on the inside."
Ironically, when the decision
came up on whether to fire
Lombardi, Herbert was one of few
who sided with keeping him as
university president

.

YFAR5 AGO•••

The issue of mandatory faculty
evaluations by students was being
discussed.
Members of the Minnesota State
University Student Association and
the Inter- Faculty Organization met
and discussed the issue in St. Paul.
The question was whether or llOt
students would take seriously the task
of evaluating their instructors fairly.
"Sometimes I think students pay to
get the lea.st," said then dean of the
College of Science and Technology
Louise Johnson.
She later said she believed students
were consumers and ' should be
~atisfied with the education they
received or the instructor shouldn't be
teaching.

CoRRECI10NS
University Chronicle
will
correct any errors reported in its
pages. If you see an error that

needs to be addressed, send it to
University Chronicle, Stewart
Hall, room 13.
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Grube tnakes his job acadetnic
by Ryan Voz

like this," Grube said, who has now taught
two claSses since coming to SCSU in

EDITOR

People usually reject the , idea of
working for free - no matter what the job.
But, SCSU President Bruce Grube
would lllmost go as far as to pay for the

opportunity to teach at the college level.
Every Thursday night this winter,
Grube has found time to teach Political
Science ~61 "Western Political Thought."

"It's my coneribution to the university
and I really . enjoy the students a great

deal and I enjoy teaching," Grube
said. Grube, who is not being paid for his
time aS a professor,in the'dassroom. "I get
paid back with terrific interaction with the
students."
'As president of the university, Grube's
time is priceless. He is a representative for
everyone at SCSU to Minnesota State

Shane Opatz/PH(TTQ EDrTOR

SCSU President Bruce Grube teaches
during a night class last Thursday.

main job was as an administrator.
Class schedules show no president
from 1965 to 1994 'has ever taught while
He is the professor of 25 to 30 being president at SCSU. Records before
students, most of whom are political that time could not be found.
science majors.
•
Former SCSU President Robert Wick
"At first I was a little taken back, but taught classes before and after
he is like a regular professor," said being president from 1965 to 1971,
Barbara Banaian, a continuing student. but never during his presidency. ,
"He is actually a really good professor."
"I didn't have the administrative setup
Banaian has already graduated from back then," Wick said. "I would have
SCSU with a degree in political science, liked to do it"
.
but had not taken the western political
Other presidents between the time of
Wick and Grube were Charles Graham,
thought course.
"I think it really
Lowell Gillet, Brenden McDonald and
helps him to become
Robert Bess.
Wick said he would not have wanted to
a better president
too," she said.
teach if he could only meet half the
Due to vacancies
time. He explained the president's
in · the political
posiiion requires frequent spur-of-thescience department,
moment trips to the Twin Cities.
Grube was given the
In this light, problems do arise because
opportunity to teach
of Grube's position at SCSU.
this winter.
Last year, Grube had to cancel one
class because he had a meeting to attend.
for "l~:~~d:ne~te i ROBERT WICK
"If he can find a way to do it, that's
circumstances," said Homer Williamson, wonderful," Wick said, who taught classes
political science department chairman.
in Speech Communication up until fall
Professor Robert Becker retired this 1993 before retiring.
year and Orvell Schmitz is on phase
As for next year, Grube and the
retirement, which means the number of Departmen_t of Political Science have not
classes he teaches have steadily reduced. made any plans or arranged any
Schmitz has decided he will retire from classes.
the department this spring.
According to Williamson, the political
Before coming to SCSU, Grube taught science department will be back to a
political science- at the University of full staff next year.
Southern Colorado, in Pueblo where his

1995. '

Colleges and Universities, the city of St
Cloud, other universities, etc. He must be
available to attend meetings arid ensure
the university runs smooth ly.
He also realizes how important the role
of a professor is in f;tcilitating smooth and
effective operations in the classroom.
"I have to be careful I have enough
time to do the class well, and if not I
short change the students," Grube said.
Winter
months
bring
fewer
engagements and Grube is able to
slructure his schedule to include a regular
course.
''The winter quarter is the best of all
quarters because I'm able to do something

~-=-~~

International students face hard times with jobs
Circumstances must warrant need for off campus employment, j ncome
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Getting a job off campus is not
as easy for international students
at SCSU as it is for U.S. students.
Before com ing to SCSU,
international students must be
able to prove that a sponsor (a
parent or relative at home or in the
U.S.) will be able to provide
$ 14,000 a year for every year they
attend SCSU, according to Roland
Fischer, director of the Center for
International Studies.
"But unforeseen problems
happen," said Jerry Pasel?-,
assistant director of the Center for
International Studies.
On campus, international
students can get a permit to work
from the Center for International
Studies as soon as -they register for
classes and have a permanent
street address, Pasela said. The
permit is good for the entire time
the student is at SCSU.
There are three requirements
for an international student to gel
a permit to work on campus. The
student must be a full time
student, have a GPA of at least 2.0,
and be in compliance with
Immigration and Naturalization
Service regulations.
International students must
take twelve new credits every
quarter to be considered full time
students. That means their 12
credits must not include a repeated
class, unless it is a class from
which the student had withdrawn.
However, for an international
student to get a job off-campus,
the process is more complicated.
The student must fit on-campus
requirements and be able to prove
to imm1gration services in

Nebraska that their economic
status has changed through no
fault of their own.
"Often we ask students if they
have considered going home for a
period of time," Fischer said.
Once international students
begin to attend SCSU, they are
welcome to return if they have to
leave the country for any petjod of
time.
To be granted permission to
work due to economic hardship
from Immigration services, an
international student must prove
one of the four following
conditions:
0 the death of their spoilsor.
0 economic conditions have
changed radically for the sponsor.
□ economic chaos in their
home country.
0 war or civil strife, cutting the
student off from their resources.
"A student in those categories
has a good chance," Fischer said.
To prove a death, international .
students must supply a death
certificate
to
immigration
services. Bankruptcy must be
proven by supplying legal filings
for bankruptcy. Retirement of a
sponsor is not an acceptable
reason because it is planned, and
students have . to prove their
sponsor wiJI have the .means to
pay for all the years they are in
school.
Newspaper clippings are often ·
used to prove economic chaos and
war or civil strife.
"Students use clippings from
newspapers and documents from
banks," Fischer said. ''The media
is an obvious source or
immigration is already aware of
it."
"The student group that has

employed first," Fischer s'al'd.
'They have to assume a student
might take a job away from an
American. So, the documentation
has to be convincing."
Whether they work on or off
campus, international students
cannot be full-time students and
full-time employees. The same is
true for American students but
there is no mechanism for tracking
them, Fischer said.
International students are
limited to 20 hours per week while
classes are in session. They can
work full-time hours during
breaks.
Internships are an ex_ception to
full
time
laws. They
are called
curricular
essay!%~le;
practical
explaining
training and
their
are required
relationship
for
to
the
gradliation
problem. In
as part of
is
the essay, the
many major
student has to
programs.
give
Pasela said
itemized
international
assessment of
students can
Roland Fischer
their salable
work fullDIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR
assets
so
time hours
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
immigration
in
services can
internships
see that th{
and
earn
student has made provisions, money.
Because they
art
Fischer said.
curricular, they do not have to be
When economic chaos in their appi:◊ved
by
immigration
home country is the problem for services.
the
international
student,
'They're here to study, not be
immigration services tries to replacement workers," Pase la
estimate how long ~he problem said.
will go on, Fischer said.
Violating the number of hours
" It is their responsibility to see an international student can work
that American citizens are is a deponable offense, Fischer
had the most problems is the Thai
and Indonesian students," Fischer
said. He said the Indonesian
currency, the rupiah, has been
devalued. When he was in
Indonesia in October, 3,000
rupiahs equaled one dollar.
Recently, the exchange rate was
up to 20,000 rupiahs for every
dollar.
"Those kinds of currency
fluctuations leave no room for a
family to plan," Fischer said.
He said families in Indonesia
have been devastated by bank
closures, layoffs and inflation.
An
international
student
wanting to work off campus has to
collect
the
evidence of

:~~

====:l•··••====
Ibe student group
that has had the most
problems the Ibai
and Indonesian
students.

said. "The student has ·a~
obligation to be careful."
The
$14,000
for
an
international student's expenses is
a figure that has been used by the
Center for International Studies
for two years and will be the same
under semesters, Fischer said.
In the $ 14,000, expenses
include travel arid entertainment
expenses. International students
cannot get home to visit their
families for weekends and breaks
very easily, so they do need
money for traveling and other
forms of entertainment, Fischer
explained. _klso, calls home can
cost up to $2 per minute.
Another expense includes
attire for Winter weather. Fischer
said some students come from
countries where a heavy jacket is a
windbreaker. So, when they come
to Minnesota, they have to_ buy
heavy coats.
Pasela said money students
earn from jobs on campus is used ·
for more than spending money in
many cases. He said it is used for
books, rent, groceries and other
needs.
Residential
advisor
positions have been very helpful
for many international students,
he said, because it pays their room
and board costs.
"An international student is a
person with a lot of courage,"
Fischer said. He said they must
also be flexibl e and confident
about who they are.
The Center for International
Studies recently reported tQ the
INS that SCSU has 517
international students from 59
countries.
"We're hoping for many
more," Fischer said.
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Campus communicator tells taies out of school
Communications
director tells
fireside stories
aboutSCSU
by Shawn Neudauer

Rhoda Schrader is the director the higher _up administration '
of University Organizations and officials and to hear their answers
she asked Wegener to come and . to student frustrations," he said. "
talk with students about his job.
I would also really like to hear .
'The Fireside Chat program is Richard Green speak."
new this year," she said. '_'It's been
Wegener talked about how
a little slow to start _but it is involved he is at the school.
coming around. We've had
"I deal with everything," he ·
typically eight or nine people said. "I was looking .it phone

about the increased likelihood of
bicycle theft. Another is the Crime
Alert, used when a theft does
occur on campus. The last is a
Safety Alert which is used to let
students know about incidents like
the assault reported Sunday night
nearHalenbeck Hall.
The assault was reported to

~~fy

MANAGING EDITOR
!~~;e::. ;e :::ra~=al:;
A quiet room, a cozy fire, hot handle about a dozen."
cocoa and Barry Wegener,
Schrader said the idea had been
SCSU's director of Marketing and tried in the past but at the time it
Communications.
was a luncheon format.
This was the setting for
''The lunch idea was good,"she
Wegener~ topic "Telling Talcs said . ."But it was too hard trying to
Out of School." This-was part of get people to come with the busy
the Fireside Chat program schedules people had during the
sponsored
by
University day. This is much more informii.l
Organizaiions and was liosted at 7 and intimate."
p.m. Tuesday night in the Atwood
There weren't many people for
Theater Lounge.
Wegener to talk to, only four, but
Wegener's topic dealt with his he had the chance to talk with
position at SCSU and how he each one on a personal basis.
conducts the office of University
"It was pretty interesting to see
Communications.
how in-depth the public relations
"I'm here to help people program is at the school," said
understand my new position and Chris De Vore, freshma!'l, in
to help market the university," he Business Computer Information
said. "Some people object to the Systems. "I was really amazed to
use of the word 'marketing' know just how involved he
because
ii
sounds
too (Wegener) is in everything. I was
businesslike, but that's really what · also really surprised when it was
we're doing here, telling stories over because it ended at 8:50 p.m.
about the school."
and I didn't realize the time.
Although Wegener admitted
Every time I go to one of those
the title of the topic may seem a things they get me thinking," he
little unusual and casual he said it said. ''They get me to think about
was a pertinent issue to students things I don't normally consider."
and staff members.
De Vore said he woul~ like to
''This isn't Ron Popeal and the hear from other . university
Pocket Fisherman," he said. "This officials and their policies as they
is a good school and I'm here to relate to students.
let people know about it."
"It would be nice to hear from

My job is to bring other people's
perceptions up to what we know
them to be.
Barry Wegener
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
systems the other day and thought
'Why am I looking at phone
systems?' But that's part of my job
too - how people are treated when
they call the university."
Other aspects of Wegener's job
include the task of reporting
public safety issues.
We recently had an assault on
campus," he said. 'That kind of
thing is awful and it's our job at
University Communications to get
the facts right for the news media
and then to inform the students of
any potential dangers."
Wegener listed the three
methods the university uses in
reporting various dangers. One is
the Information Alert, in which
Wegener cited a reminder JX)Sted
during spring quarter to students

University Public Safety and the
St. Cloud Police as an attempted
sexual assault. A student was
walking on the University Bridge
on the northeast side of Halen beck
Hall when she was attacked by an
unknown assailan~. She was
reported as being shaken by the
incident and her coat was ripped,
but was otherwise unharmed.
Wegener said his most
important job at the unive~ity is
to raise other people's perceptions
about the school.
''The faculty, staff and students
who are here know this is a good
school," he said. "My job is to
bring other people's perceptions
up to what we know them to be.
We were accredited last year and
we got the highest rating possible

0

for any school in the state."
The only drawback to his
position that he mq,tioned were
the tendencies of people in this
community to tell others of
problems they had instead of
bringing'them to his attention.
"I don't know if it's a cultural
thing or not, · but I really w~t
people to Jell me if they have a
problem or questions about what
I'm doing,"he said. "I have a
policy, tell people yes ·unless
there's a reason to say no."
Schrader said she noticed the
changes since Wegener's arrival
on campus. She cited examples of
students and organizations who
have gone to Wegener's office 'for
help in preparing brochures and
flyers related to SCSU events and
clubs.
,
"You used to see all kinds of
different and sometimes out-ofdate information from all over
(campus)," she said. "I have really
noticed the change in the way
much of the material is presented
these days. Barry's policy is a
wonderful change which really
helps a lot of people."
Wegener
concluded
his
discussion with a reminder that
anyone can do anything. But that
help is available only if people
ask.

For more information on the

Fireside Chati or for guidance in
preparing
documents
for
university clubs, call Rhoda
Schrader
at
University
Organizations at 255-3004 or
Barry- Wegener at University
Communications at 255-3151.

Events center closer to its creation
Gov. Ame Carlson
includes events center
in 1998 bonding bill
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

The Central. Minnesota Ri;gional Events
Center is One step closer to being able to
celebrate a birthday.
Tbe events center is included on Gov.
· Ame Carlson's bonding bill where Central
Minnesota is asking for $62.1 million which
includes money for the center and the
completion of Quarry Park.

Garry Marden, head of the Central
Minnesota Events Center Task Force,
brought all· the resolutions to State
Represenative Joe Opatz, 0-Dist 16A, who is
the main sponsor.
.
On Jan. 5, St. Cloud City Council
approved two resolutions submitted by the
task force that would· allow for further
research. The following week, on Jan.
15, Student Government passed their own
endorsement of the events center.
St. Cloud City Council is requesting $25
million from the state legislature for the
center. This amount will be matched by funds
raised by local authorities.
"We are looking at the following options

to pay for the events center, these include
adding a half cent sales tax, hoteVmotel tax,
food · and beverage tax, user fees
and property tax,'.' said John Baker, Student
Government
representative
for
the events center.
The task force was established to help
research the topic and give people in Central
Minnesota a voice.
Next week results of a feasibility anaJysis
will be complete. According to Baker, the
study's results will include the following:
□
Analysis of potential users,
□
Potential revenue,
□
□

Operating reqwrements,
Impact on Central Minnesota and

□
Impact on existing structures
''It seems like it will end up being pretty
mixed between all of these," Baker said
The task force, which is meeting once a
week, was recently broken down into
subcommittees.
Some university officials included in the
task force are SCSU President Bruce Grube
who is on the site selection committee and Gene
Gilchrist, vice president for Administrative
Affairs who is on the operator committee. Baker
is on t1f design subcommittee..
"I feel my job is to protect the student's
interest," Baker said. "If the committee
decides to locate the center where it will be
inacces.sible to students I would raise a proteSt."

Called home lately?
1-800-COLLECT

®
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This hoine is for the. children
St Cloud Children's Home·
adapts to changes of society
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

In 1924, St. Otto's Orphanage was moved
from Little Falls to a 40-acre parcel of land
south of St. Cloud. Now in its 74th year and its
third name, the St. Cloud Children's Home is
nol south of, but in SF- CloUd.
The Home has not moved, rather the town
has expanded to its front lawn. At 1726 7th
Ave. S., the city meets the country and a lot of
history.
"(St. Cloud) has more or less engulfed us,"

said

Kathryn

Stolpman,

supervisor of

children's residential services. "I imagine that

at one time our closest neighbor was
Shoemaker Hall. There's this part of.me that
woutd like . to, if we could, just move the
(Children's Home} a little further out again.''
SCCH has managed to retain its rural
setting, at kast on the grounds. The Home has
its own equestrian farm, ropes course, is
located on the banks or the Mississippi River
and sits on a piece of land actually measuring
in double-digits in acres.
"We're off the beaten track," Stolpman said.
· "Peop.le will see that bell tower and no one
really knows what it is."
She added, "People at St. Cloud State know
more about the horses being down here than
•the idea that there's a children's borne."

During orphanage times

Photos by Sara Kirk/STA.FF PHOTOGRAPHER

•

This is one of the passageways that connects the six cottages, a centra"I
building for administration, chapel, kitchen, laundry, gymnasium and
classrooms. Many of ·the features of the 74-year-old building have bee~

preserved and kept to look like the original building.

The St. Cloud Children's Home is no longer
an orphanage, as some elder members of the
community may recollect. The orphanage
housed 150 homeless orphans who were taken
care or by 27 Franciscan Sisters, or nuns, and
run by The Catholic Diocese of St. Cloud. The
name officially changed to the St. Cloud
Children's Home in the 1950s, with a change in
focus to follow soon after.
The change could 'be seen as nuns were
used less and less, and more and more by

Residential treatment center keen on
hosting _SCSU interns, hiring alumni
by Riley Worth .
,4SSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

There isn't a one-way underground
tunnel going from SCSU.to the St. Cloud
Children's Home, but there might as well
be.
Over the fast three decades, the
SCSU's department of social work has
been streamlining interns to SCCH to do
their required two-quarter internship.
Many times, m:i.ny being the key word,
those internships Jead to job
opportunities.
On a recent tour of SCCH, a pair of
, representatives University Chronicle
were randomly introduced to nine
different employees - seven were SCSU
graduates.
For example, five 9f the seven
therapists employed at the Children's
Home, five are SCSU alum.
"(SCSU} is a tremendous resource for
us," said Kathryn Stolpman, supervisor
of children's residential services and a
1977 graduate of SCSU. "As I believe
we are a tremendous resource for them."
"Our department has an excellent
relationship with (the St. Cloud
Children's Home} for placing our
interns," said Sandy Robin, professor of
social work. 'They have a team approach
to working, and you can learn about

yourself."
As an internship, one big selling
point of SCCH is that it offers soon-tobe college graduates the chance of
working in residential treatment. SCCH
is one or the two main residential
treatment internships offered.
:•Anybody interning in (residential
treatment) is getting a very broad
spectrum of experiences in terms of
looking at our clients," Stcilpman said.
Internships at SCCH are not limited
to just the social • work department.
Internships t'ypically 3.Jso employ
psychology, criminal justice, human
relations and sociology majots.
Since the children attend schciol
while living at the Home, teachers are
hired as well, but they are not hired
through SCCH, but the school district.
Still, a high_number of the teacher~ at
the Children's Home are SCSU_,
graduates.
"I try to know. all the kids," ·said
Steve Bautch, second-year math teacher
and SCSU alumni. "You don't have that
luxury in a big school. It's that 'close
relationship that helps to nurture the
kids, J believe."
Catholic Charities, who works in
conjunction with the Children's Home,
is one of the highest employers of
SCSU graduates in the St. Cloud

commumty.
Robin reminded that internships
are not only to gaifl experience in
a person's field of study, but also to .
help students realize their of idea of
a certain job and if this is what
they won't to do when · they
graduate.
"Some find out that's not what they
want to do," she said.
But an internship is not the only way
to get involved with the Home. They
also employ work study and· overnight
staff.
One thing Stolpman stressed; a good
intern coupled with good tiniing could
easily lead to a job.
"It's a nice way to get a foot in the
door," Stolpman said. "You can check it
out a little more. closely, and get
experience at the same time. It puts you
in an excellent position for being hired.''

Michelle Patterson, right, a 1984
SCSU graduate, is the recreation
director

and

coordinator

of

Equestrian Programs at the St.
Cloud Children's Home. Here, she
organizes a collage of pictures

she took of students playing with
animals borrowed from ~ the
Human Society.

therapists, social workers and counselors.
The June 30, 1956 edition df the Sr. C/011d
Daily Tunes, reported that the Children's Home
was down to 25 nuns on staff, and was up to •
five social worlrers and two adult counselors.
According to Stolpman, she occasionally
has visitors stop in, saying they lived at the
orphanage arld want to relive memories.
"It's always interesting," Stolpman said of
former orphans coming back. "Some of them
come ·back with good memories, some come
back with very painful or very sad memories."
One· story stuck out in Stolpman's mind.
Two·brothers had Jived in the orphanage during
the late · 1940s came. back. Both had long
histories of trouble - drugs, aJcohol, abuse and both were in therapy. Their therapists told
them something good had to have happened to
them at some point In their life.
Despei;ately searching for something
positive in their history, they stumbled upon
their time spent at the orphanage during their
infant yeah. Obviously, neither could
remember their infant ages, but something
peculiar happened when Stolpman gave them a
tour of the building.
"We came to one of the cottages' staircases,
and the older of the two guys stopped dead in
his tr.icks, and immediately his eyes teared up"
Stolpman said. "He said, 'That staircase has
been in my dreams my entire life and I never
knew where it. was from."
Immediately, the man had remembrances of
riding towels down the steps and sitting on
towels used by nuns while they buffed the
floor.;.
"As they left, they said this must have been
where something good happened to us,"
Stolpman said.
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NOVA Week
panel discusses
poverty issues
by Sara Kirk
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Most students are aware that

that come in day after day, year

after year," Clark said.
The Only plausible solution
Clark offered would be to lower the

NOVA week provides ·non-violent co_sts of creating housing, or
alternative's to violence in our . establishi ng a "company town"
society, but the ~eek also included where one. key factory would

workshops regarding sociological

employ and. house the tnajority of

problems, nationally and locally.
A workshop on Tuesday titled,
"Four-County Commission on

·1he population.
The second Q.bstacle faced by
individuals in poverty is child care.

· Poverty," contained a panel of local
experts on poverty in the St. Cloud

· Tarry! Clark, director of the
<::;ommunity Response Task Force,

area.

described the three key problems of

The panel discussed how
transportation, health care and
housing
provide
financial
challenges to people living in
poverty.
According to Doug Clark,
supervising attorney of St. Cloud .
Area Legal Services, 30 percent of
the St. Cloud population doesn't
achieve above a $20,000 annual
income. That is one third of the
population alld 6,000 households
within St. Cloud.
'These individuals are living
from paycheck to payctieck." Clark
said.
In 1990, there were 18,000
households in St. Cloud. It is
estimated by 2010 that the number
will double to 36,000. Clark said
the housing situation 1s gomg to get
worse because the area's businesses
can not support the booming
population due to instability within
the workplace.
"If you talk to local business
leaders, the most difficult challenge
they face is finding stable :workers

child care: quality, affordability and
accessibility.
"Kids should be learning good
developmental skills while they are
being cared for," Clark said, "and .
that completely depends on the type
of care they receive."
A child can weigh financially on
an inPividual who is only making
$20,000 a year. Child care services
can accumulate in cost from $600
to $800 per month.
Time management can also
become tiresome.
Chi ld • care facilities usually
close after 6 p.m. leaving parents
who work night shifts with no place
to care for their children overnight.
If a parent doesn't have any way of
getting to work or getting his/her
ctuld to day care, that can add an
extra layer of burden.
'The Metro bus doesn't run late
weekdays, lati; Saturday, and
doesn•~ even run on Sunday," Clark
said. "So that can make it really
difficult for a late night shift
worker."

Int'I Studies:
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Tarryl Clark, director .of the Community Response Task Force,
discusses issues of poverty in the St. Cloud area wtth a panel of
local experts Tuesday in ·the Atwood Memorial Center South
Glacier room.
·
Living outside the St. Cloud emergency," said Jan Luoto,
area and not having any managing care supervisor for
transportation can be even more Steams
County
Social
difficult for individuals living in Services.
poverty. Clark said, Kif yOU live in
An adult alld child can obtain
Sartell, there isn't any way for you insurance from Medical Assistance
to get to work, unless you have a even if their income is $7,000,
car."
according to Luoto, bµt a pregnant
The last key issue the panel woman needs an income of about
addressed was insurance.
$2,800 to receive insurance
Nine percent of Minnesota and assistance.
15 percent of the nation doesn't
"We are definitely above the
have insurance.
national level of poverty," Clark
''Not having insurance can set a • said. 'That's not the iSsue. Health
household back up to $50,000 if care should be available to
they are not expecting an everyone in Mil_llle50ta.'. '

~ce
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GIRLS

LOSE 6-20" IN TWO HOURS
AND KEEP THEM OFF!
Spring break is just '1round the corner and you
want to look the best you have ever looked.

You can do it!
For more information
call 252-5063.
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Malcolm X's daughter headUnes events
by Richard Wells
STAFF WRITER

Malcolm X's oldest daughter

and a full gospel choir will come to
SCSU's campus next month,
because February marks Black

History Month.
·
SCSU associate professor of
Human Relations, William Tripp
said Black History Month came
about because for a long time there
was a denial in America about the
importance of race relations.
Tripp called the

month

a

"symbolic token," but praised it as
well saying, "I think rt· is good for
the university community to
become aware of the situation of
race

relations

in

the

U.S.

Knowledge is power, by becoming
_aware, people will be able to make
infonned opinions about policy."
Tripp hopes Black History

Month will help people become·
more aware of wh8t goes on in the
world and society.
To recognize Black History

Month, Minority Student Programs,
in association with the Cultural
Diversity Committee, the Council
of African-American Students, the
Student Finance Committee and
University Programming Board,
has planned several events. The
events include speakers, video
presentations and ;i gospel choir
from Minneapolis.
Speakers Venus Thomas and
Attallah Shabazz wi.11 be kicking off
the month-long calendar of events
scheduled at SCSU.

Thomas is scheduled to give her
presentation 11 a.m. Monday in
Atwood Little Theatre. Her
presentation will include history as
told by African-American authors
and the role of African-American
wOmen in the civil · rights
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movement.
"Venus is a teacher w"ho uses
story telling as a way of sharing
African-American experiences,"
said Julie Cartwright, office
manager of Minority Student
Programs.

Shabazz is the oldest daughter
of civil rights leader Malcolm X.
Her presentation is titled "Malcolm
X: The Man and Father, Away from
the Podium."
Junior Christina Marino is the
speaker coordinator from UPB who

helped to get Shabazz to speak at
' SCSU. ,Mariilo said that Shabazzls
message is one of understanding
and
maximizing · personal
potential.
Shabazz's speech is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. Feb. 3 at Kimberly A.
Ritsche Auditorium and tickets are
required.
#
Tickets are free ,to SCSU
students and faculty, but cost $5 for
the general public. Tickets can be
obtained through the UPB office_in
Stewart Hall, room 118. The rest of
the Black History Month events are
free.
The Spirit of David Choir from
the Fellowship Baptist Church in
Minneapolis will be performing at
6:30 p.m. Feb. 15 in the Kimberly
A. Ritschc Auditorium. The choir is
a group of about 30 performers who
focus on college age AfricanAmerican students.
The choir is directed by Shana
Moses,
a campus
visitor
specialist/admissions representative
at SCSU. Moses said the choir will
sing contemporary gospel and a
few classic Negro spirituals.
Nicole Foster, president of The
Spirit of David Choir, said, "Expect
to see people real excited about
singing. We will be praising as well
as .singing, come prepared to
participate. Bring a tambourine if
you want to."
Foster said for her, Black
History Month is "a time to be
mindful of heritage. A special time
for
reflection
and
rem~m9nµ1ce."

Buy any membershlp
and receive a
second
membership free~
(Basic membership)

Special rates for students

ENTERTAINER AUDITIONS

Valleyfair Family Amusement park is Joking for 90 singer/dancers,
dancer/singers, instrumentalists, costumed characters and
production stnff including; sound/lighting/stage technicians and dressers
for its 1998season

1998 VALLEYFAIR AUDITION TOUR
Note change from previous years:
•••DANCE CALLBACKS will Ix: held at each site.•••
(Please be prepared to change into dance atlire.)
Feb. J:
J<'cb. 6:
Feb. 8:
Feb. 9:
Feb. IO:
Feb. 11:
Fcb.12:
Feb. 15:
Mar. l:

Hamlinc University, SI. Paul, MN
University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire, WI
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
Fine Ans Building, Chicago, IL
Milikan University. Decatur, IL
Iowa State University, Ames, IA
,
University of South Dakota. Vcnnillion, SD
Hennepin Center for the Arts, Minneapolis, MN
Berenstain Bear Call Va!leyfair, Shakopee, MN

Call Live Entertainment at (6 I 2) 496·5341 or (800) RJN-RIDE
for audition requirements and times .

.VaLLeyfaif{{
Shllkopee.Minnesota

No enrollment fees
Free tanning with full
club membership
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'Crash' kicks off Winter .Week activities
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER
Are the winter blues kicking in?

University Programming Board
hopes to alleviate some of those
problems by hosting Winter Week

Feb. 2 through 6.
"We're trying to have some fun

in the dead of winter. So a lot of the
activities are just plain fun ones,"

said Joni Christansen, member of
UPB §pedal Events committee.
Throug};Jout the week, UPB
committees will sponsor different
activities for the student body ·to
attend, including a speaker, a
comedian, movies and other

activities. Most are free to students
with their student IDs.
'Traditionally, there has been a
Winter Week coronation but it has
been taken out because of lack of
participation," Christansen said.
The week begins with a concert
perfonned by Crash, a percussion
ensemble, Monday night at g· p.m.
in the Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium. Their presentation
incorporates music, dance and
theater. The event is $5 for the
public to attend.

Assaults

Attallah Shabazz will speak on
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
Shabazz is the eldest daughter of
the late Malcom X, Nation of Islam
leader Who was assasinated in the
!%O's.
Shabazz has spent much of her
Life working against racism and
oppression. She· is also the co-founder of Nucleus, a touring
theater company which promotes
overcoming obstacles.
This event is co-sponsored by
Minoriiy Student Programs and is
also incorporated into Black.
History Month.
Sidestreet, a smaller version of
Mainstreet, also takes place on
Tuesday.
This is an opportunity for
organizations
to
set
up
informational a_nd promotional
booths. It will take place from I0
a.m. until 2 p.m. in the Atwood
Ballroom.
A Hill Billy Fiills Snow Tubing
event is sponsored by the Outings
and Recreation committee on
Wednesday. Hill Billy Hills is an
area near St. John's University used
for tubing, skiing and other winter

recreational ac:tivities. The event
takes place 3t 7 p.m. and the cost is
$6. Transportation will be provided.
The Winter Week Variety Show
will· be presented Thursday at 7
p.m. in the Atwood Ballrooom.
This will spotlight talent on campus
and the participants are eligible to
win prizes of$150, $100, and $50.
Two films, ·"Say Anything" and
"Grosse Point Blank," will be
showing in the Atwood Little
Theatre from 7 p.m. Thursday and
runping through the weekend.
Scott Faulconbridge will be
giving his · presentation at 7 p.m.
Friday in Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium.
~The committee chose to bring
in a comedian rather than another
concert because The Wallflowers
were just here. We wanted to offer
something djfferent," Christansen
said.
Throughout the week, UPB is
also sponsoring smaller events for
students such as snow sculpture
building.
·
Students who are interested can
sign up in the UPB office. Prizes of
$ I 50, $ 100 and $50 will be
awarded for this event aJso.

and threes and to use the blue emergency
phones if anythin~ should happen to them.
The final case was reported to the
Women's Center yesterday. LaDue said this
was reported as a sexual assault, but that it
happened off campus during the last
academic school year.
'The victim spoke with me about the
incident ,which I feel has some strong
ih<:licatois of something that was put in her
drink," LaDue said. ''I want to stress that
most sexual assaults involve the use of
aJcohol. 1bis incident however may have
involved something like Rohypn<_)l."
Rohypnol . is a drug which affects a
person's judgment and can make them
susceptible to sexual assault.
No other information is available at this
time regarding the drug assault. LaDue said
these two cases were the only reports of
sexual .assault since the beginning of winter
quarter either on or off campus.

STAFF

Did you Know???

WRITERS

Pizza Hut has Chicken Pizzas!

Universiry
Chronicle needs
writers who have:

Margherita- Garlic-Bar-B·Que-Honey Mustard-Fajita

Deli Cte<ttions

For more
information or
to apply, call
255-2449
Ryan Voz, Editor

will be given out in the Atwood
Main Lounge between 11 am. and
I p.m. Free palm readings will be
offered at the same time.
All of these events and ·services

will be offered Monday through
Thursday of Winter Week.
Student can register for all
activities free with a student ID, and
tickets can be picked up in the UPB
office in AMC, room 118.
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Heckendorn said he wasn't sure if the
events were connected or if the second event
was anything other than an assault.
"I don't know if they're related or not,"
Heckendorn said. 'The attacker in this case
was six-feet taJl, wearing blue jeans and a
dark coat. The attacker in Sunday's assault
was reported as five-foot eight or ten inches,
150 lbs and wearing a red jacket."
Heckendorn said both incidents were
reported to St. Cloud IX)!ice.
Barry Wegener, director of Marketing and
Communications, said he was concerned
about the incidents and expiained the
university's response.
'The incidents are unfortunate," he said.
'The university has responded by posting
safety alerts throughout campus. We'll IX)St a
second alyrt concerning the Barden Park
incident."
Wegener adv!ses students to_ walk in twos

• A love of
writing
• An inquisitive
mind
• An aggressive
attitude
• A dependable
work ethic
• Good English
skills
• Flexible hours

Illustration by Jon Jacobs

Free hot chocolate and cOffee
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Drop them oft at Stewart Hall, room 13.

Full-color
•
cop1es
.
at Kinko's.
(Just one more way to bring your ideas to life.)

A Mfe,ent Pizza Evetyoay!

Stop by and try a
Deli Cre;ition & a
Large Pop for only
$3.89
Still Hungry??? '
With Breadsticks only
$4, 99
. •

•
Offer Good February 2-28
Downstairs Atwood
2-5pm

kinko•s
The new way to office,
Now you can add the powerful impact of color to your
repo!l5 and presentation materials for less when you
take advantage of this great color copy offer.
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Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDffOR

Betsy Swenson, a nurse practitioner at Health Services, is coping with the death of her husband who was killed last November. Her·
husband was killed in a car accident while on duty as a Minneapolis Fire Department Captain.

Lost in the line ·o f duty
the entire spring and most of the summer 0e·pt., said Leroy was "one of those rare
building a row-boat two years ago.
individuals who you never hear anything bad
"It was always something he wanted to do," abouc"
she said.
Dickinson said the fire department has. tried
She had found an ad for a row boat kit in.a to be very supportive of Betsy dudng this time.
magazine and Leroy ordered it. It was supposed
"She stopped at the station and talked to the
to only take 90 hours to build.
department and she found a great deal of comfort
"More than once he threatened to take it out in that," he said.
and set a beach firC with it," Betsy laughed.
Dickinson explained that the firemen are a lot
by Aimee Gapsiewicz
Leroy had been a firefighter for 14 years even more careful now, after this incident.
COPY EDITOR
before they met, so Betsy went into the
He said this is the first time a firefighter has
When Betsy Swenson bade her husband relatiollship with her eyes open.
been killed in the line of duty in 17 and a half
good-bye as he went to work Nov. 2, 1997,
'The whole occtipation of being a firefighter . years. Also, the department had done most of its
neither of them realized it would be the last time is fairly dangerous," she said. "But he ·always hiring during that period, so Dickinson said there
they would see each other.
reassured· me that they were as careful as they is a significant number who haven't experienced
That morning, as Minneapolis Fire possibly could be."
anything like this.
Department Capt. Leroy Swenson was assisting
With the trace of tears in her eyes, Betsy
However, Dickinson said the department is
in one of more than 600 car accidents reported · conveyed that Leroy had forced her to talk about trying to go on·. "It's been a little while and you
that weekend, he was crushed by a two and a half the possibilit)' that
try to put that stl!ff behind
ton truck that lost control ·and rolled Over.
something
could
~
you."
At least eight people died in traffic accidents happen, but she didn't
Betsy said everyone
that Sunday during the first snowfall of the want to accept that
campus
has
been
seaSon in Minnesota. Swenson was one of them. factor.
·
phenomenally supportive as

Betsy Swenson, an
SCSU nurse practitioner,
lost her husband before
the sta,t of the holidays
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By marrying Leroy, Betsy was able to do
something most . womerl. never can. She
automaticaJly became a ghlndmother.. She has
two step-daughters and three grandchildrep.
"My step-daughters are in their 30's fuld my
grandchildren range in age from 17 to nine," she
said. However, she and Leroy never• had any
children of their own.
Betsy said \ in order to curb some of the
difficulties that coincide with step-motherhood,
she just tried to be,their friend.
'There's always some difficulties - just ·with
_the idea of being accepted. They didn't need
another mother. I would just try to give them
guidance and befriend thei.n," she said.
Betsy and Leroy enjoyed a lot of outdoor
activities, such as hiking, canoeing, cro~scountry skiing and snowshoeing.
One thing Betsy would never do that Leroy
enjoyed was winter camping.
"He liked that. I wasn't even going to try,"
she said with playful distaste.
Betsy fondly remembers when Leroy spent

a
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So many people don't

-, The future
The future is up in the air for

SCCH.
;he~~;~:l~asan~c~;i~~oar:;

have. fhat kind of
home from various people
relationship and that ~~':munit/h_e campus
kind of closeness.
off·;~~~~~~ ~~~!t:~

~~: ~~~~: 11n~n
Betsy Swenson
~:,: s~~ ~':d~hanges in my
arid go on with life.
. SCSU NURSE PRACTITONER
"I couldn't ask to work
"We can't dwell on
with a better group · of
thefactthateverytime
people," she said. 'This is
they walk out the door,• you may not see them like a family also because most of us have been
again."
here for quite a number of years and we are very
Betsy said the firefighters would often check supportive of each other."
in with the_ir wives by caJling frequently during
Betsy lives in BuffaJo, which is 36 miles froin
their 24-hour shifts to keep in touch.
St. Cloud. She spends approximately 45 minutes
leJ:Oy was killed instantly on 35W near the commuting back and forth every day to and from
Johnso"n Street exit by a commercial truck that work. However, when conditions are bad she.
lost control, tipped over, crushed and dragged takes her time.
him.
She said invariably on snowy days while
"I never thought this would happen to my driving, cars will pass her up and later she will
husband because he was so careful," Betsy passthem,aslhey'reinaditchonthesideofthe
admitted.
road.
She said the firemen have been extremely
"I just have to kind of grin and wonder if
supportive in every way, and Station 20 in North they've learned-and hope they weren't hurt."
Minneapolis has basically adopted her by
In reflecting on her relationship with her late
coming up tb visit and taking her out to lunch. husband, Betsy advises people just to enjoy
Leroy had aJways told her the fire department people. "Don't put adventures and fun tii:nes off
was like a second family and now Betsy herself until tomorrow. Try to enjoy as much as you can
has become a member.
today, because we don 't know how many
Tom Dickinson, chief of the Minneapolis Fire tomorrows we have with each other."

;.31t

With the changes in social
structure, the need for an orphaMage
as ·such became less acute.
Applications for admittance to the
orphanage changed so that the
majority of children were from
broken homes, were emotionally
disturbed or socially ' maladjusted.
The Home had become, and
remains, a residential treatment
center for emotionally disturbed
child~n.
Typically, this is not lhe first runin with trouble for the 61 stlldents
living at the Home.
"We're going to end· up with
youngsters who have really
experienced some failures in terms
of the healing process," SlOlpman
. said. '"They're going · to have a
history of failing in foster care, or
lhey may have been in a gioup
home, and have not worked out for
whatever reason."
· Many of the children whO end up .
at the Home are referred by county
social services offices or the
Department of Corrections.
The change in focus did not
completely stop when they switched
over from orphanage to residential
care facility. Within the last couple
years, one of the six cottages, which
are all connected by passageways,
has been converted into a security
unit. The security unit is for people who have demonstrated in the past
they may hurt themselves in some
way.
Two other noteworthy changes
are staff and curriculum.
The staff totals 125 people, many
of whom are St. Cloud State
graduates, interns, wOrk studys, or
part-time staff (see other story). That
compares to the original staff of 27
nuns in 1924.
Under the current curriculum, the
children go through a fairly routine
school day, which includes all the
basic studies such as math and
english, in the morning. During
afternoon and some evening
sessiorls, the students meet with
groups, counselors, therapists or
participate in an .activity, depending
on their needs. Under the orphanage
program it was more of a custodiaJ
duty, watching over, nurturing and
caring for the kids.

Gov. Ame Carlson is exploring a
plan to re-implement so called,
"orphanages" again. They would be
publicly known as '!hoarding
schools," but would essentially
serve the same purpose as an.
orphanage.
His proposal would give public
dOllars to privately owned and run
boarding schools. For privately ·
owned businesses in the genre of the
St. Cloud Children's Home, who
has previously been an orphanage
and moved into something they felt
was more sociaJly adept, this would
leave them out of the mix. A worst•
case scenario would leave them
without public funding, and losing
children to the boarding schools.
In the opinibn of John Krueger,
Director of the St. Cloud Children's
Home, the idea needs a lot more
looking into.
"For example, if I was running
St. John's Prep school, I might ask,
'How come we don't have access to
public dollars, but the governor is
proposing a private boardirig
school, which we are, to provide
services and be funded publicly.'
That really begs some political
questions about funding."
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What is MSUSA? MnSCU? Here is Conference
a guide to important acronyms
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

With SCSU's recent propo.sal to
leave Minnesota State Universities
Student Association students may
wonder what is MSUSA and why
do they pay to be apart of it

What is

Minnesota Legislature and the
United States Department of
Education. ,
,.
"Students should be concerned
and care what is happening with
MSU~A,'' said Amy Hanson,
MSUSA representative for SCSU.
'They don't need to wony though
that's our job."

What is

MSl/SA?

MnSCU?

MSUSA mo~itors all higher
education related activity in the
Minnesota
House
of
Repre_sentatives and Senate. An
example of this would be thC bill
that State Representative Joe Opatz
proposed .to the Minnesotii. Ho1,1se
of Representatives that is asking for
proportional representation.
·
MSUSA regularly monitors
higher education-related issues
before Congre'ss.

f~

MsusA made up of seven
universities in Minnesota. These
represent nearly 60,000 students.
The colleges include Bemidji,
Mankato, Marshall · (Southwest),
Minneapolis/St.
Paul
(Metropolitan), M_oorhead, St.
Cloud and Winona. A branch
campus in the Akita province of
Japan opened in 1990.
The main office for MSUSA is
located in St Paul.
The
association
is
an
independent,
non-profit
organization funded and operated
by students. According to the
MSUSA Survival Guide, it
repreients state university students
at three mairl levels: Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities,

MnSCU has three voting
positions that were established by
the 1994. Legislature. These .
positions belong 'to MSUSA,
Minnesota Community College
Student Association and the
Minnesota Technical College .
Student Association. The state
ch?,irperson for MSUSA represents
state university students on the
MnSCU Joint Council of Student
Associations and updates the Boord.
of Trustees on MSUSA activities at
their meetings.

Minnesota
Legislature?

How about

funding?
According to the survival guide,
approximately 70 percent of
MSUSA's budget is funded by a
per-credit fee paid by every state
university stud'ent. The remaining
consists of revenue raised through
grants, advertisements in The
Monitor and corporate and private
donations.
'The cost is 17 cents per credit
each quarter or 26 credits per credit
each semester. This fee level will be
in effec.t through the 1997-98
academic years.
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Student
Government coupling of the pell and state
President Christy Hovanetz said . grant, the planning and l:ft.iikling
none of the other schools of a library at Metropolitan
supported the bill. Ruth State University and supporting
Johnson,. Mankato's state the student-faculty legislative
representative, even witlxlrew agenda.
her name from the bill.
''Thei:-e ha".e . been_ many
A motion was made not to attempts to make internal
suppon the bill and all six changes at MSUSA," Hanson
schools except SCSU voted in said. "We need every school just
agreement.
like they need us. It's hard for us
"After that motion St. Cloud , to stand alone and strong."
made a motion for MSUSA to
She said the whole weekend
not lobby against this bill," W{IS an experience because s~e
Hovanetz said. 'i'he purpose of saw things being done and
this _motion was that they were people being concerned.
using our mon~y to lobby
."We need to work together
againslus."
bener," Hanson said. "This bill
The motion was seconded by is for the betterment of MSUSA
Southwest State , University, and will make it stronger."
only for discussion, and failed
Hanson said there have been
6- I.
.talks
of
changing
the ·
Hovanetz said SCSU then representation
since
the
made a second motion to. not beginning 9f this school year.
make 'the bill a top priority
According to Hanson, the
during lobbying efforts. She bill has been referred to
· said if this was the top priori~ it committee.
would put initiaJ state lobbying
"MSUSA
is
lobbying .
agenda as a lower priority.
against 14,000 students,"
The top priorities of Hovanetz said. "It is working
MSUSA's
1998
State against and . not for other
Legislative Platforrp a~rding students by not lobbying the
to The Monitor are the de- state agenda."

ry as a staff writer for University Chronicle.
49 or stop by SH 13 for ,more information _

Monday, Feb. 2, 1998, 8 p:m.
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium
· St. Cloud State Univ'h sity
Free with SCSU ID and $5 for the public

The ens~mble's
bold, kinetic
style integrates
·music, dance
and theater in
fresh and unexpected· ways.

Halenbeck Apartments
Now renting summer and fall, '98
Pick out your own large.private rqom in our beautiful
two full bathroom apartments. Housing for groups
of four people at Fifth Ave, 11th St. S.
• Keyed bedroom locks
• Available storage space
•.On-site coin lau_ndry
• Off-street parking

• Air conditioning
• Dishwasher/ Microwaves
• U Pik-Kwik next door
• No application fee

JO and 12 month leases are civailable.

Meyer Properties
Tim and Kelly

Sponsored by SCSU Program Board Performing Arts Committee
Tickets in Room 118 Atwood Center, (320) 255-2205 ~
--

Paid for by your student activity fee dollars
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Students discover ·career fortunes
-Discovery
integrates careersearching
technologies
-~y Erik Pekrsen
STAFF WRITER

SCSU students can put away
their worry rocks "and stress balls.
. Now there is a new program on
campus which can alleviate their
concerns about education and
careers.
The new career guide program,
Discovery for Windows, is
available in the Counseling Center.
Discovery for Windows is the
latest version of ACT's Discovery
program.
"We are really excited about this
new program," said Lawrence
Pfleger, SCSU counselor. "It has all
the things students need to
learn about a career, and they are
accompanied by audio and video."
- The program uses sound and
video clips to guide the user
through the available information.
Options include learning
about yourself and your career,
choosing occupations, planning an
education and planning for work.
Depending on what is needed,
students are able to decide on a
career, what education they will
need, write a resume and
cover letter and even attend a video
of a mock interview.
Students are guided through the
program by a voice instructing
them on thefr options, as well as a
visual guide on the screen.
''They seemed 10 have taken
people
who
know
about
multimedia and put them with
career counselors to create
something that makes sense to

Sara

Kirk/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Larry Pfleger, counselor for the Counseling Center, demonstrates to senior, Kelly Jo Ledwein, the
new Discovery for Windows career planning program implemented recently. The center is in
Stewart Hall room 103. Discovery is available for use by all SCSU students.
students," Pfleger said.
The program has come a long
way since its first application on
Apple IIE computers.
"We were using that program in
the early eighties, but it had no
video or sound," Pfleger said.
The school acquired 36 new
Pentium computers for the
program.
'The new Discovery requires
top notch, state of the art
equipment," Pfleger said. The
computers
are
used
for ·
Discovery, as well as several other
programs used by the Counieling
Center and Academic Learning
Center.
Over the past two years the
school applied for grants to help

fond the new equipment.
According to Pfleger, funiling
for the $200,000 upgrades came
from three sources; the St. Cloud
Stale University Foundation, an
Electronic Academy Grant from the
state legislature and student
computer user fees.
The new version arrived at
SCSU
three
weeks
ago.
According to Pfleger, Vladan
Pulec, a senior majoring in
International Bllsiness, has been
instrumental in getting the program
started.
"Vladan set up the new
compu1ers as we got them in so
they were all ready when the new
Discovery program arrived,"
Pfleger said.

"It's a continuous process,
working on the new program,"
Pulec said. "I began last year as we
started getting new computers in."
According to Pfleger, the
response by students has been
positive. "We have students using
this program that have used the
old Discover that are saying this
is nothing like the old one," he said.
'They are coming in to use it
and finding it so helpful that
they go and tell their roommates
and friends about it."
Discovery
is
available
10 all students on campus, and is
now being used in the classroom
by so.me instructors.
Two English classes use the
program for assignments. "I

introduce them to Qiscovery at
the Learning Resource Center,"
Pfleger said. The students can
then go 10 the Counseling Cen1er
for hancis-on use
~imberly Schulze, Applied
Psychology instructor, uses the
program as an assignment for
Applied Psych I I6.
,
"It is very beneficial to students
lo give them a chance to think about
some
career opportunities,"
Schulze said. ''They have a
chance to explore careers, look at
internships, gain interviewing skills
and write resume's."
· Megan Galush, a junior in
Applied Psych, used Discovery for
he[ assignment. "It's been real
helpful," Galush said. "I chose to
use Discovery in case I would need
it in the future."
Kelli Johnson, another member
of Schulze's Applied Psych class,
·used Discovery for her class
assignment. "I would use it to
figure out what I wanted to do,"
Johnson said. "It's really pretty
self-explanatory."
According to Pfleger, that is one
of the benefits about this system.
"My sense is that students can't
believe how advance:4 it is. It is
talking to you, there is video and
audio, and it's even hooked to the
internet," he said. 'They have
begun to integrate all technology
into one program."
"If there is a school, career or
specific job a student is interested
in, Discovery can find it," Pfleger
said. "And you are not limited to
what is on the Discovery program.
It will go to the Web and do a
search."
"I think SCSU can feel proud
having this product," Pfleger said.
"It is really helpful and it's not a
drag using it."

Career Services to 'sell' students to employers
University organization
sends resumes to
companies all year
. long to help students
by Eric s. Dietz
····sTAFF WRITER

Career Services at SCSU is helping to
market students for the job market.
Students who wish to take advantage of
this system need only to register with Career
Services.
Registering with Career Services is a
simple process of filling out a data
sheet, submitting an up to date resume and
an authorization form to release the
information
to
prospective
employers.
"We're nominating people for jobs," said
Addie Turkowski, interim directcir of Career
Services.

An employer will contact Career Services majors, according to Ostendorf.
and request a type of student for their search.
Career Services sends out resumes at the
Career Services will then search through request of companies all year long.
their computer database
"There are not any
to help serve the
quiet times anymore,"
employer.
Turkowski said.
"Companies
are
Some companies go
looking for a more well
to college campuses lo
rounded person," said
recruit
potential
Ann Ostendorf, database
employees.
coordinator for Career
"Advertising for and
Services.
hiring employees is
Last year more than
expensive,"
said
down,
it's nice Turkowski.
14,052 resumes were sent
"It's
out to employers through
beneficial for both us and
the Career Services
the employees."
database. An average of
By 'the end of a
Addie Turkowski
55.3 resumes were sentINTERIM DIRECTOR OF CAREER student's junior year their
out per day.
resume
should
be
SERVICES
The most requests are
registered with Career
in the field of Business
Services. Students who
Computer Information
wish to intern should be
Systems, Electrical Engineering and registered with Career Services earlier than
Manufacturing Engineering. Business and the end of their junior year, Ostendorf said.
Education make up the other more demanded
When a company requests a list of

A student can
always turn a job
but
to be askedfirst.

students from Career Services, they send
the employer a list based upon those requests.
GPA, major, on campus involvemerits and
a sort of randomness are used to compile
the lists of students.
"A student can always tum a job down,"
Ostendorf said. "But it is nice to be asked
first."
Employers occasionally come onto the
SCSU campus to conduct interviews. These
interviews help employers to find potential
employees, students to make contacts and lo
learn vital interviewing skills.
'The student should stay active in the job
search," Turkowski said. "We can't do
everything, but we can help."
Career Services has a posting of available
jobs on the World Wide Web at
www.stcloudstate.edu/-careersv for more
information.
An e-mail list serv has been staned at
jobpost@stcloudstate.edu for information
through e-mail concerning
posted
jobs.
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EDITORIAL

What is the
importance of
Clinton scandal?
Why are we supposed to care if President Bill
Clinton had sex with a woman other than his wife? If
Clinton committed adultery, it is a private matter
between he and his wife.
Adultery is not an impeachable offense.
Lying on the other hand, seems to be the issue that
has people concerned. If Clinton did have an affair with
Monica Lewinsky, of course he lied about it. And of
course he asked her to lie, or at least keep it quiet.
Anyone who has an affair lies about it. Lying is
inherently included in the definition of the word
111.:
OOEW"T GIT f'I CTU~ES
"affair."
.
of .-'£wm, MYr:l~rs c,:w.r. ..
~<E !dJ(//,J' IJl'/1
If Clinton asked Lewinsky to lie while under oath in
a court of law, that is what the American public should
be concerned about. The media have thrown around the
word "impeach" as if it is very likely Clinton will be
impeached, and without really explaining why
impeachment is a possibility.
Perjury is an impeachable offense, not lying. TJnless
Clinton asked Lewinsky to lie on the witness stand, the
only hot water he should be in is with his wife.
Racist incidents on this
If Clinton lied about sleeping with Lewinsky, and
campus have stirred
told her to lie about it, that is an issue for Bill and
faculty, staff and students
Hillary - not Bill and the American people.
to wake up and confront
What does it mean to us if he slept around? It
,diversity issues.
shouldn't hurt our feelings. We are not the ones who
However, this
married him.
has now led to an
If Clinton lied about his affair with an intern, that is
extreme amount
not something that will destroy the economy or cause
of tension which
global warfare. The worst that could happen as a result · will begin fueling
of Clinton's escapade is his wife could leave him.
self fulfilling
As long as his exploits do not hurt the American
prophecies.
public, they should not be matters we have to constantly
Racist
see in the media.
occurrences have
The media have covered this story like no politician
always taken
has ever had an affair. Will this scandal diminish
place at SCSU, much like
Americans' -views of politicians? Is it possible for
any other university.
Americans to view politicians any more unfavorably?
But this time around,
Probably not.
·
they are being taken much
more seriously by all.
The incident of KKK
written on Mary Green's
neighbor's door to the hate
crime of swastikas carved
on a professor's car door,
among others, should not
be tolerated.
The only good thing to
RyallVoz
come out of these
EorroR
occurrences is that these
issues are being addressed
Sh.awn Neudauer
and put on the top of
M,b.NA~pDITQR
SCSU's priority list.
We also have to be
Riley Worth·
cautious not to
,AsslsTANT ~GING E()[IOE,
misconstrue events and
behaviors along the way.
Mandy Jackson
We have now truly
reached a high level of
~ l!DITQJ{
tension dealing with the
word "racist."
Melissa Gilman
The word "racist" is
EDITOR
very powerful and should .
~

~

STAFF OPINION
RYAN Voz,

Eo1TOR

Power of words not realized

Editorial Board
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reporter _b y saying, "You
can take your white
supremacist patronizing
ass back to the cave."
As a journalist and an
editor of a newspaper, I'm
not going to let SCSU's
problems affect what the
public needs and has the
right to know.
Journalists -'- no matter
what they are addressing
- need to do fair and
accurate reporting.
Journalists are always
going to be criticized.
Remember, University
Chronicle,
Chronicle was
••
for example.
the first to
report on the
Just
racial
because our
newspaper
You can take your incidents this
published a white supremacist past ye_ar:
story on
• •
marntrurunga
patronizing ass tradition that
four
minority
back to the cave. cdan be d
ocumente
groups
receiving a
and has been
large surnof
the case for
money for the year, when
more than a decade.
they were supposed to
We remain committed
to covering this topic on a
receive only $1,000 each
like all other university
regular basis,) bis is an
organizations important issue, and we
University _Chronicle was
see it as newsworthy.
labeled "racist." The same
In order to maintain
story would have "been
communication we need
to avoid reactionary
reported if they had been
four businesses or other
behavior.
This behavior demeans
kinds of groups.
A recent incident
the name caller and
occurred where a minority undercuts the noble
group leader bashed a
agenda of these groups.
not be thrown around at
any particular moment.
I respect the word
"racist." However, I think
it should only be used
when true.
Let's also
remember the
word "racist" does
not belong to any
particular race.
Anyone can be
a racist, but
people tend to use
the word from one
side of the spectrum.
Use University
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Political Issues:
difficult solutio~
-made simple
Another da:Y, anothet campaign for someone's rights.or
''wrongs," another lie plastered across the headlines. Just
golitics as usual; right?
·
· I don't know about the rest of the American public, but if
lawmakers and enforcers didn't have to put up with all this
cockamamie bull concerning procedures, maybe things woulfi
actually get done in these United States. In my vision,of ,a
·
·perfect world, we would cut to the chase.
What's that joke about politicians again? Oh yeah, what do
you call 25 politicians chained up at the
WISE WORDS bottom of the sea? A good start. Saturday
OF A WOMAN . morning the headlines of the 5_t. Cloud
Ttmes read "Clinton says he doesn't recall
meeting Jones." After more than six months
of hearing about Paula Jones' scandalous
sexual harassment charges against him, one
would think President Bill Clinton could
think of something a little bit more clever '
than that.
He succeeded in his smooth talking to
convince the majority of the American
AIMEE
public to elect and re-elect him as the headGAPSIEWICZ honcho of the county, despite the fact he
.
dodged the draft. People don't even
remember he had an 12-year affair during his marriage to
Hillary, lied about it on TV, and then all~gedly affirmed the
affair as true Jan. 22.
But, let'S face the facts. Clinton is the most powerful man in
the country. Who cares whether he's guilty or not? Allow me to
rephrase that. What judge or jury would be.impartial toward the
President of the U.S.? Do yourself a favor, Paula, save your
time, money and whatever gocxl name you may have and
sweep this thing under the rug while you still can.
A favorite quote found in the February editio_n of Esquire by .
0.J. Simpson: "Even if I did do this, it would have to have
been because I loved her very much, right?" I guess, like
Fyedka in "A Fiddler on the Roof' sang, "lf I were a rich
- man ...no one would ask me if I'm right or wrong."
Not guilty due to lack of evidence. i-lmmm. How much
more evidence does a ju_ry need? Gee, if the glove didn't fit,
maybe he should have taken off the tWo pairs of surgical
gloves. There's a clue. ·
Good thing the trial was over when he said that. His lawyers
might ha~e had to change the plea to not guilty by reason of
insanity. What a walking contradiction. But, hey, if you're riCh,
who cares •if you're a stupid and impulsive murderer and
·
you've got to stop and pull your head out of your butt in order
to make an inielligent statement. Simpson must have a pretty
big head.
Then there's Ted Kaczynski, the alleged Unabomber. This man whose best defense strategy is mental illness wants to
· d6fend himself. Then he makes a desperate attempt to hang
himself with his underwear in his jail cell; and finaUy changed
his plea to guilty on Jan. '22.
·
If Kaczynski wants to kill himself, I say let the man do as he
wishes! Save the taxpayers some money! Put the money where
it should go. The $30,000 a year that goes to every prisoner
could be better spent building low-income housing for poor,
upstanding U.S._citizens.
_
The hundreds of thousands of dollars in lawyer fees could
go to feeding the starving children of this country, the innocent'
by-products of poverty.
Tomorrow Rush Limbaugh will dig up some more "Stupid
Quotes" for his radio talk show and the seemingly clandestine
doings of politicians everyWhere will be on the spotlight once
again, providing a profitable day's work for this political
entertainer. That's all politics really are. A way to make money,
a way to maintain social stratification, a sideshow to keep
people.from hE_aring the facts.Wake up, America, is this what
freedom really is?
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Mascot names offensive
regardless of tradition· - ·
In response to the editorial written by Marty
Sundvall in the opinion section on Jan. 26; Give me a break! Your argument claims that
the usage of Native Americans as mascots
provides a ''teaching iool" from which to ~ain
multicultural wisdom. As college students, this
is an insult to our intelligence. We have a
multitude of resources from which we can
learn about various Cultures. We can attend
speakers and multicultural functions, join
campus organizations, take courses, or
.
research issues with the wide range of media
options available through the university. We
have each other.
Amidst the beer, peanuts, popcorn, and •
vulgar language that often accompany sporting
events, rarely comes multicultural enrichment;
although the oppurtunity is there- as it is
everywhere. I am an avid hockey fan, as well
as a.believer in human rights. As to why there
was not a protest when our basketball team
hosted the Morningside Chiefs, perhaps the
protesters felt the sold-out, televised hockey
game would reach a broader audience.
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Reluctance by uniye:5ity le~ders and others
to change these names 1s baffimg and absu.r~.
As supporters of these _nam~s h~ve stated, •.t 1s
after all, only a name. Trad1ton ts no~~ l?g1cal
argument. Some of the worst events 1~ ~tsto~
were guarded under the theory of tradition. A
sign at the hockey game referring to Native
Americans as "Injuns" is proof that longstanding racist practic.ts and attitudes die hard.
As to your reference to the schools with
Na~iv~ American mascots w~ose "v~t ,,
maJonty of students are Native Amencan, you
leave the dangerous assumption that there are
no players of~Native American descent on tlie
UND hockey team. Protesting is definitely
"worth it" if it crea~s dialogue that would not
otherwise occur at your typical sporti.ng event.
Racsim and the .res1stan~e to change•~ causes
and effec~ are as Amencan as apple. pJe. Your
argument 1s weak. Look at the big picture, my
friend.
0
Sherita Mosely
· ,Junior
Mass communications

Wheelin' through "life
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' 'That was my dream job and goal. I liked
trucks ah kid," he said.
The 1990 graduate of Sartell High School

graduated from the Alexandria Technologies
truck driving program in 1992. After a brief stay
hauling cargo locally on flat bed trailers for
Amcon Block of St. Cloud, Hansen was hired by
Dittrich's Trucking based out of New Ulm,
Minn.
He then drove across the country.
His childhood dream was fulfilled. He was a
truck driver.
Bllt Hansen's trucking career turned out to be
short-lived. He was on the road for less than one
year before the accident.
It was four weeks after the accident before
Hansen's body could handle soft food or liquids.
During that time the only elements to enter his
mouth were ice chips. '7he first thing I wanted
when they told me I could eat again was a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich," he said.
After six weeks in St. Cloud Hospital's
Intellsive Care Unit Hansen was moved to
Duluth's Polensky Rehabilitation Center, where
he would stay for the next 10 months. Hansen
would relearn basic functions. "In Duluth I
learned how to shave again, brush my teeth and
get my shirt half way on," Hansen said.
Rehabilitation was painful - both in body
and in spirit. Along with the physical pain came
depression. Questio~ such as continuing life
ran through his mind.
"I was at the point of depression that I had
planned and was about ready to carry out my
own suicide. I had decided that life wasn't worth
Upon Anderson's suggestion, Hansen
living," Hansen said.
applied and was accepted to move into Courage
The rehabilitation center was located near Center in Golden Valley. Courage Center is a
downtown Duluth. Outside his window he could rehabilitation center an'd donn Combined,
see 1S~whee\ers cruising on the streets below. accordillg to Hansen. After a brief stay with his
He cOuld see people walking. He could see parents in Sartell he moved into Courage Center
people running. 11lese were things he could no • in October 1993.
longer do.
"Courage Center was a real 'no nonsense'
"I didn't like going out, I didn't like people rehab," Hansen said.
•
seeing me. I was really withdrawn," he said.
The physical rehabilitation was difficult, but
it was working. He was getting stronger; he
could mo,e and control his anns, hands and
fingers, though limited. But he was strong
It was Scott.Anderson who provided the first enough that he could go to the store.
Though phy:.ically stronger, Hansen wasn't
step toward healing his spirit. Anderson is also a
quadriplegic who works for the Center for comfortable with himself. "I didn't feel
comfortable in public because I felt like I was
Independent Living in Duluth.
"He came to talk to me and told me about all getting stared at. I felt like a freak of nature. like
I was just there to be stared at," Hansen said.
the options I had," Hansen said.
With Anderson's help and after spending
several weeks with a psychologist, Hansen's
depression and anger were manageable. He was
still battling his mind, but there was hope for life
A major factor in Hansen's mental recovery
after the accident - a hope that ~med so was other patients at the center. 11ley wouldn't
intangible before.
let Hansen just settle for living in his room at the

Hansen removes freshly fallen snow from the passenger side of his van before he c,
lower the entrance ramp to get In. The van's body was lowered for accessibility.

center.
School work, traMportation, work, all ~
'They told me I was going out and basically little longer for Hansen. He's looking
didn't give me a choice," he said.
graduating anywhere from the year 2002
That first public outing would not be subtle. 2004.
Hansen's roommate at the center, Dean, and a
"I take eight credits a quarter, because ii
neighbor Bruce signed him up for a bus trip to easier for me with my wheelchair," he said.
the Mall of America.
Hansen's attitude toward school has chang~
Hansen was not only uncomfortable with
"I enjoy school, I like the people I've met ru
being stared at, he was worried about his the things I've learned," he said.
perfonnance.
Like Qlany students Hansen works whl
What
about , - - - - - - - - . . , . _ .
attending
eating in public?
classes. He
What
about
employed 1
knocking items off 1.--:=...-o11-,.-:-••
campus
1
the table? The
Disability
group ended up at
Services whe
Hooter's
where
his
duti
Hansen observed
consist
Bruce knocking
delivering
stuff over and it
material§ 1
was no big deal.
various camp'
"When I was on
locations ai
the bus, I just kept
lilllililll■■I
general off11
th in~ing, ' this is The steering wheel in Hansen's van is specially wo~.
net ;~i~~~.ul~ equipped making it possible for him to drive.
than'R,:~g
Hansen said."But
victim of
to see him the way he was, to him it was a big tragic accident he's out there doing life, strivi1
game. It made it easier for me to worry less for a college degree," said Maribeth Overlan
about how I was in public."
-'
director of Student Disability Services a1
Ultimately it was the bus trip to the mall that Volunteer Link. "Just because he's in a whe
was a turning point in his recovery. 'That's chair doesn't make him less able, less willin
when I got more active in the community," he less competent, or less capable of succeeding
said.
she said.
Hansen set out to test his abilities by taking
advantage of many of Courage Center's
activities, everything from going to a
Timberwolves game qr a ZZ Top concert to
Hansen can not live without help - r
water skiing, rugby and sky-diving.
quadriplegic can.
"When my neurosurgen told me these are
Hansen's main support system is his person
your limits, I wanted to push those limits. I had care attendants. The faces sometimes chang
to prove to myself that this is not the end of the but the need does not fluctuate.
world," Hansen said.
Hansen and his personal care auendan
HanSCn lived at Courage Center for 14 work closely in a relationship centered on tn.l!
months; he moved out after being accepted at The job isn't always glamorous with duties Iii
scsu.
cooking, cleaning and bathing, but it's rewardi.ll
to those who do it
"I really look forward to working," sai
Sherry Wold, a personal care attendant.
Hansen had mixed emotions starting college.
Wold has worked with Hansen for the la
It was a new step, but something was left behind. fi.VC months and said she was surprised by h
"When I first staned (at SCSU) I was really attitude, because some people in his position ju
shy and not happy about being there ... because give up on life.
I was a truck driver, that's what I was," he.said.
Chad Hansen may not walk, but his spiri
But he said he also knew that he didn't want do.
'There's a risk in everything, it comes do-..
to live the rest of his life on a government•
to the point of either you're going to stay inslc
subsidized income.
"I had to do something," he explained.
the rest of your life or you're going to attem1
Hansen currently is majoring in secondary things," he said.
ed.ucation, and possibly double majoring in
science.
"I've found a major that's fulfilling, it isn't
the same, I can't compare the idea of teaching to
truck driving, but it'll be fun. I'll enjoy it,"
Sherry Wold, one of Hansen's personal care attendants, pokes at him with a mop she Hansen said. "Ultimately I'd like to teach
just used to clean up melted snow and oil that had dripped from his wheelchair.
~~e: ~;t~:~~:d~~~~.high schoolers. 1·

On the. road to recovery
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Disabled student
nwnbers continue
.to rise at scsu
'

by Ryan Voz
EDITOR

Some students rely on SCSU

services more than others.
And

many

students

like

sophomore Chad Hansen couldn't go
to college without a few imponant

services this university has to"offer.
According to the Americans with
Disabilities Act, the unive'rsity is
required to accommodate disabled
students; however, it is far from an
easy road for them.
The starting point for these
students begins ·with the services

SCSU provides
people

irl

order to help

with

disabilities
succeed
college.

in

Student

Disability
Services is in
room Bill of
Atwood
Memorial

!:~

10
MARIBEm
1
300 students, the
OvERLAND
largest number being those with
learning disabilities.
According to Maribeth Overland,
director of Student Disability

;:,~\~

Services, more and more students are

Hansen watches the men's basketball game recently from Halenbeck Hall's upper deck. Hansen attends
most home games of both women's and men's basketball as well as most home hockey games.

successfully completing public
education and are encouraged to go to
college. lbey are gaining equal access
in demonstrating their knowledge.
'The numbers continue to go up
and up and it's their struggle to try to
get institutional support and
acknowledgment of the fact that this
is a growing student popul ation,"
Overland said. "Services need to be
provided which are mandated by. the
Americans with Disabilities Act."
More than three years ago the
number of students was %. Overland
was hired in the spring of 1996 as the
first director of disability services.
Before Overland, the assistant vice
president of Student Life and
Development was responsible for
disability services at SCSU.
Overland has been busy ever since
she was hired to try to accommodate
and provide proper services for the
increase in students.
''Along with the growing number
of students with learning disabilities,
there is not a clear-cut definitive
accommodation that is mandated for
what that student needs," Overland
said. '1f the sky were the limit we
could provide everything from oneon-one tutors through adaptive
computer software."
One of the struggles, however, is
what is considered reasonable.
"Reasonable is the defi nitive
word; therefore, we try to provide a
note taker because that.is a reasonable
accommodation, so that students have
the access to the same infonnation as
everyone else in a class."
In order to help accommodate this
particular type of struggle, Student
Di sabili ty Services recruits note
takers for approximately 150
students.
Unti l 1994, note takers at SCSU

were paid as student workers, but the
university opted for a volunteer basis,
whic_h other universities were starting
todo.
According to Southwest State
University's Interim Dean of
Students, Dan Snob!, SSU has also
moved to a volunteer program, but
sti ll has some paid positiOns.
The university is able to save
$78,000 each year. According to Lee
Bird, vice president of Student Life
and
Development, it wasn't
necessarily a matter of saving money,
but more because there was not a pool
of note takers diverse enough.
"After we went to volunteer note
taking, there was a huge improvement
· because it was a much better system,"
Bird said. "Saving money really
wasn't that big of a deal."
Student Disability Services
recruits SCSU students each quarter
to volunteer as note takers.
"Every quarter we need to recruit
. note takers and some quarters seem to
be a little more difficult than others,
whether it be fall, winter or spring,"
said Joyce Koshiol, office manager.
"The students have done a
tremendous job, and if they didn't
come forward we would be S!Jcking
wind," Bird said.
Overland also . said students
receive credit on their transcript and
that in tum makes them more
marketable.
Student Disability Services also
provides other services.
''Our services haven't changed,"
Overland said. "We provide
alternative testing and we provide
interpreters for hearing impaired
students. We also provide some level
of academic support as far as
providing them with the knowledge
of where the resources are on
campus."
Another major advancement
within the last year came in
September, when the Leaming
Resource Center acquired the Omni
3000. This is a scanner and reader
which allows visual and hearing
impaired students access to any
scanable infonnation in the library.
The university since 1980 has
spent more than $1 million to make
buildings more accessible for
students.
In order to accomrite students,
Student Disability Services moved
this past fall into what was the
Listening Lounge in AMC. Overland
said their space increased by four
times and has made an extreme
difference.
''The move to the.new area was a
milestone. It also has improved the
feeling
of
self-esteem
and
acknowledgment of the whole
Student
Disability
Services,"
Overland said.
The move is temporary, due to the
tentative fini sh date of the new library.
She also said the university may be
thinking about putting all student
services in one building. At any rate,
they will eventually move into a
larger facility, but, they will never
have adequate space come midtenns
and finals for all the students.

"I had to prove this wasn't the end of the world."
.

.
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University Village Townhomes

P~.e ..B ys,ipess
St u"de p't s

Openings.for the 1998-1999 school year •
Four bedroom townhomes for individual
or groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

You are requited to
cgnie toJhe ;; •.

.

Student Services
Office

Features Include:
• Heated Swimming Pool
e Sand Volleyball Court
• Free Parking/Outlets
• Heat.and Water Paid
• Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
• Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher
• Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities
• Vending Machines
• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

to obtain your
ACCESS
CODE,~:
di
•. •
.. . •
.
THE bAV:BEfORE. YOU
ARE. SCl:IE.DULE.D. T9
REGISTER!
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Spring Quart
For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633

Discover Your Options At

Career Assessment & Exploration Night
Tuesday, February 3, 1998, at 6:30 p.m.
Participate in a free career assessment workshop at Rasmussen College.
·
·
Invest two hours in your future!

• .·._ · :~;~~?~""
• Evaluate your educational needs and options

Special 1nformat1on session on Court Reporting Courses

St. Cloud
Campus

Space is limited. Call today to reserve your spot!

251-5600

D.

f-'1- -~ - ~ - S l ~

r---------------,
•eekin' kinll& r&l1l1
www.rasmussen.edu

• Take a trip to
Island Tan and
receive 10 tans

for$18.99*+tax!

_" " ~

I
I
,, I
~1

I

2018 8th St. N. St. Cloud
(320) 252-2600
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Dedication, hard work
bring Hinzman to top
by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

There are some people in the area who

would say that senior center Jon Hinzman has
carried the SCSU men's basketball team this
season, but Hinzman is certainly not one of

them.
This week, he was selected to the

Successful Farming All-America Men's
Basketball Farm Team, an honor that he also
won last year. The AU-America Fann Team is
selected by Successful Fanning magazine, a
publication out of Des Moines, loWa, which
has more than 1.5 million readers across the.
country, and honors the nation's top players

Shane Opatt/PHOTO mrroR

SCSU senior center Jon Hinzman
attacks the basket last Saturday
against Mankato State. Hinzman has

who grew up on a family farm, including those
from Division I, Division II and Division ID
programs.
Hinzman was flattered to be named to the
team, but was quick to point out his teammates
are large contributors to his success.
"It's a nice honor to have. It reflects a lot on
our team, how they gel me the ball and help me
like that." Hinzman said. "Everything comes
from the other guys on the team, just getting
me the open shots and getting me the ball
inside. But that's one of the things you look at
when the season is over."
SCSU Head CO"ach Kevin Schlagel believes
that Hinzman's strong work ethic is the main
reason for his success on the basketball court.
"He's the hardest working young man that
we've ever had in ow:.program." Schlagelsaid.
"He comes in and lifts weights five days a
week and he always gives you every ounce of
effort that he can. It's a great tribute to a
college basketball player and he's certainly a
great tribute to SCSU."
Hinzman said much of the credit for his
work habits goes to his parents, Don and
Sandy Hinzman, who raised Jon on a farm in
Spring Valley, Wis.
put together the best season so far of "I .thin~ (growing up on ~ farm) was the
his career and three times has been best s1tuabon for me, because 1t taught me a lot
named the NCC Player of the Week.
about hard work and dedication," Hinzman

said. "My parents didn't have a lot to start out
with, so they taught me to work hard for things
you want. And- I've carrie~ that over to
basketball. So I just keep on working at it and
we'll see where it takes me from here."
Hinzman;s hard work has indeed paid off
on the court. He is SCSU's leading scorer and
leading rebounder this season, averaging 20.8
points per game, and I0.2 rebounds per game.
Hinzman is majoring in special education
and also volunteers his time to many local
charities, including Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
Special Olympics and SCSU's Student Athlete
Mentoring program.
''It's just some things I do in my extra time,"
he said. "I help some of the kids at the school
where I'm student-teaching (Rocori High
School in Cold Spring). They're looking for
someone to come in and shoot around with
them."
"With Special Olympics, at the end of the
year, they have a basketball charity, and we'll
go down and referee for them, and help them
out," Hinzman said. ''I'm a SAM member. We
come in and talk to kids if there's anything they
need help with. It's just some little things like
that to help out the kids."
Many people may not remember this, but
when Hinzman was a freshman, he was redshirted because of an irregular heartbeat.
Schlagel also pointed out that there have been
times in Hinzman's five years at SCSU that he
has needed to have his heart shocked back into
rhythm so he could play.
Now, Hinzman is nearing the end of his
career at SCSU, and Schlagel said on the
Huskies' plan to try to replace the 6'T' center
next season.
"I don't think we'll get a player as good as
Hinzman," he said. ''But we have to go out and
try to find as good of a player as we can. Just
like all the other great players that we've lost,
sometimes it takes two people to replace one.
Hinzman is scheduled to graduate this
spring and says he is not · certain what the
future may hold for him. His plan for now is to
apply for a teaching position in the area.

Tracksters aim Grapplers set for SDSU, Auggie
SCSU coming off tough loss ?o Mankato State
for Husky open
by Tyson Jahn

by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend the Husky men's and women's track
and field teams attended the Iowa State Open, where
they were greeted with tough competition.
"It was really competitive," senior Carey Meinert
said. "Division I gave us a challenge, but we didn't let
the competition intimidate us."
Meinert placed fifth in the pole vault and 12th.in
the high jump, while sophomore Nicole Bergh placed
sixth and finished seventh in the 600-meter dash.
Junior Megan Haseley and sophomore Rebecka
Trachsel completed the-1000 meters in the 12th and
13th places respectively.
"Both teams competed very bard and we had good
performances in every event," Head Coach Tracy
Dill said. "(Junior) Tonya VanErp in tile long
jump and Meinert in the hurdles did very well for
us."
The men's team also flexed their muscles in the
field events with sophomore Travis Zins taking sixth
place in the shotput.

Go TO TRACKSTERS, PAGE 18•

STAFF WRITER

The SCSU men's wrestling team (1-3
North Central Conference, 1-5 overall)
suffered a hard fought loss against
Mankato State 39-9 last Friday.
''The big story for us was that we
wrestled with a lot of intensity and style,"
said Head Coach Steve Grimit. "Even
though the score doesn't indicate it, we
wrestled well."
Grimit said he was extremely pleased
about his team's performance al the meet,
because of the competition the team
faced.
·. " Ip the bottom weight classes, the
(MSO) wrestlers were ranked numbers
One through four nationally," Grimit
said. "(Junior) Breu Swaim wrestled
the number one ranked guy in the
nation at the 142 class. Even though
he lost, he really controlled the
match."
Grimit said he also thought junior
grappler Jesse Nelson, at 190 lbs.• and
first-year wrestler Darren Dummer had

good performances ·against the tough
MSU competition.
"Nelson got taken down early, but
really stepped forward after that," Grimit
said. ''Both Nelson and Dummer wrestled
well for us. Despite the score, we felt good
coming off the mat."
Picking up wins for the Huskies at
MSU were first year grappler Klaus
Alberts, at 158 lbs. with a pin, and junior
Ryari Marx, who won his match by a score
of2-L
"Klaus wrestled with great intensity
and came up with a pin in the match,"
Grimit said. "In Marx's match, he score
was close, but he really dominated the
tempo of the match."
Alberts, who has a 17-5 record for the
Huskies this year, said he thought the team ·
wrestled one of its toughest matches all

season.
"It was probably the best meet we
wrestled all year," Alberts said. "No on
backed down, even though a couple of the
guys were ranked wrestlers."
This upcoming weekend the Huskies
host their only double header meet of the

season at Halenbeck Hall.
SCSU will be-up against South Dakota
State University at 7 p.m., Friday.
"Last weekend SDSU won the
championship at the NCAA Division Il
Showdown Duals," Grimit said. "They
beat number-one Central Oklahoma
University, 22-1 1 and will be ranked
number one the next time the polls come
out." ·
The Huskies go against Augustana
College at 2 p.m., Saturday.
"Both the matches this weekend have
added importance to us, because they are
both conference duals," Grimit said. "Both
the teams we wrestle are very solid and
we're going to have to wrestle with
intensity."
Alberts agrees with Grimit and said he
thinks the team will go into the match with
more confidence and rebound from its
performance last weekend.
"I think last weekend's match will
boost our confidence," Alberts said. "We
wrestled real tough and went up another
level and we're where we really want to
be.""
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Swim meet
interrupted
by Tonight
Show host
by Rob LaPlante
SPORTS EDITOR

The player who made the biggest impact
a'!: Tuesday's SCSU-St. John's University

men's swimming and diving m~t was a
swimmer who didn't participate.
SJU junior .swimmer Matt' Zelen, who
lost his shorts in a meet two weeks ago,

did not participate in Tuesday's meet because
he was scheduled to appear on the
Tonight Show with Jay Leno later that
evening, or Wednesday.
A few of Zelen's SJU teammates flew·
down to California tO be in the audience and
· left the Johnnies shorthanded for Tuesday's
meet, which the Huskies won l08- l03.
SCSU Head Coach Diane Heydt said
the absence of several SJU swimmers
was definitely the difference in the
meet.
·
"They were missing four of their guys,"
Heydt said. "With Zelen being on Leno, a fe\Y
of his teammates went with him down there
and one of their top backstroke rs is in medical
school, so they were obviously missing some
key players."
Senior diver Ryan Bucher said the
strangest part of the event wasn't the Zelen
incident, rather the fact the Huskies were
participating in its first men's meet of the
season.
''The meet was fast," Bucher said. "It was
like an hour later and it was over. It made
things hard because we had no chance to
wann up."
One would never know by the results that
Bucher had trouble adjusting as he finished
first overaJI with a score of 263. 15 in the onemeter diving event.

Shane Opatz/PHuro EDTTOR

SCSU sophomore Dan Anderson gasps for air as he swims his way to a first-place finish in the 500 freestyle Tuesday
afternoon at.the Halenbeck Pool. The Huskies downed St. John's 108-103.
·
Right behind Bucher in the one-meter dive
was junior teammate Jeremy Frye, with a
second•place score of 216.4.
Bucher said he and }:rye had a difficult
time concentrating on the n'leet.
'1t was hard to take (fuesday) serious,"
Bucher said. "It felt more like a practice."
While Bucher had a good day on
the diving events, Heydt said she was

impressed with junior Chad Maki and
sophomore Nick Bechtold in the swimming
events.
Bechtold finished third in the
100 individual medley and second in the
500 freestyle.
Maki
finished
first
in
the
200 freestyle with a time of 1:49.51
and second in the I00 freestyle at 50.25.

"I thought Chad Maki had a· great
meet and I thought Bechtold had his
best results of the season in his events,"
Heydt said.
Sophomore Dan Anderson finished first in
both the 500 freestyle and 100 individual
medley.
In the 50 freestyle, SCSU junior Dan
Tereba (;-dged - teammate Russ Tapper,
sophomore, with a time of 22.67.
"This meet is definitely a confidence
booster," Bucher said. "But, it sure didn't feel
like one of oUr serious meets, so it was easier
to relax."
Both the Husky men's and women's
swimming and diving teams will return
to action this weekend with a North Central
Conference meet against the University of
North Dakota.
The meet will begin at 6 p.m. Friday in
Grand Forks, N.D.

With Zelen being on Leno, a few of his teammates
flew down to California to be in the audience... so _
they were obviously missing some key players.
Diane Heydt
SCSU MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING HEAD COACH

Tracksters
First-year
thro~er
Eric
Gunderson placed seventh in the
weight throw, with other Husky
athletes finishing eighth, ninth and
15th in the·pole vault competition.
This Friday the men's team will
host the Husky Open, starting at 6
p.m., with the women following
Saturday at 11 a.m.
·
'There should be excellent
competition in every field this
weekend," Dill said. "Seven or
eight teams are coming with
quality teams in both the men's
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and women's events."
Both Dill and Meinert agree that
this weekend's competition will not
be as competitive as the Iowa
Open last weekend, but there will
be participants from_; their
conference at the meet.
''There will be a little bit more
of what we will see at the
conference meet later on," Meinert
sajd. "It's kind of nice having
the women's and men's split
on different days, then we can all
go and support each other."

Dill said that his team is ready
for this weekend despite a
few minor injuries and · feels
that this will also allow him
to substitute other athletes into
the meet and try a couple of new
things.
"A few people will go in
different everlts, but we really
want to build ourselves for the
conference meet in February,"
Dill said. 'This is a gcxxi meet
in which to do it in."

Fall Sel'Ylester Rentals
2 & 4 Bedroom Apartment5
qult,t.-convenlent focatlon5

Newman Center. The Catholic Church on Campus.
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Matt Noga leads Huskies
"Coming in my freshman )'ear, I
didn't know anybody on the team
exce{)t (senim; goalie) Brian· Leitza,
Growing up in Illinois, Matt who was from Illinois," Noga said.
Noga knew his ru~ure in hockey "Once I found out Rucinski and
would have to take place away from (~ophomore defenseman) Tom
Lund were coming, I was thrilled."
home.
Now, Noga and Rucinski are
Noga, a sophomore on this
year's SCSU hockey team, said he back playing together on the sameline
and last season were united
knew if he wanted to play hockey at
a higher level, he would have to wit}} juniot winger Jason Goulet to
form what is known as the Huskies'
leave home to do so.
,- "My brother is just as gOOO as I "Gold Line."
Goulet, who was a teammate of
am,"fi,oga said. "But, he stayed in
Chic'ago and when he tried out for Rucinski's prjor to SCSU said the
style of play of each of his
juniors, he didn't make the team."
Knowing that, Noga decided to . linemates compliments each-cther.
"We all play alike," Goulet said.
leave home his sophomore year in
high school, where he played fol' "I have the speed, Rucinski has the
the Saulte Ste. Marie junior team in awareness and Noga has both.
Noga is not the biggest guy out
Michigan for a year.
The following year, he played there, but he play~ his position very
for Kalamazoo in Michigan and well."
Coming into this season, Head
prior to coming to SCSU,.he spent
two seasons with the North Iowa Coach Craig Datil pointed his
Huskies of the United States finger to certain pliiyers to step up
as scoring leaders and · Noga was
Hockey League.
While at North Iowa, Noga was one of those players.
"When Matt has a g9()d work
named co-Player of the Year his
final season after tallying 28 goa1s ethic, he is a very gocxl player,"
Dahl said. "Mau seems to be the
and 39 assists in 29 games played.
Noga said he knew before his key to his success."
Noga agreed that at certain
final year at North Iowa where he
wanted to play hockey at the ~::; ~cee~oes tend to work harder Scott AndersonlST,ffF PHOTOGIW'HER
.collegiate level.
"When I play with Goulet and Sophomore center Matt Noga has risen to the top of the SCSU scoring list with 19 points.
"At the beginning of my secon~
year down there, I committed to Rucinski, we have a chemistry out
but hasn't caught on to the more attendance at those games."
there and know where each. other the team with 19 points.
SCSU," Noga said.
While Noga is only a •
"At the beginning of the year, . Minnesota rivalries like sorhe of the
Later that spring, Noga's North is," Noga said. "But,' if I play with
sophomore, Dahl said he is looking
Iowa teammate and former other guys, it puts me back to reality coach pointed out who had to step other players on the team.
up
and
he
was
one
of
them,"
Goulet
"I don't get into the rivalries forward to having Noga around a
because
I
have
to
work
harder
since
linemate, Mike Rucinski also
I can't rely on having my regular said. "So far he has and right now with the Gophers and North Dakota coupIi? ·more years.
committed to SCSU.
we can depend on him every night." like the other guys do," Noga said.
"If he continues to do his off-ice
Noga said he was thrilled to see linemates out there."
As for playing hockey , in 'To me,-it's just another game. The training, I see him ~ a 30-40 point
So far this season, Noga has
his former linemate coming
assumed the role of scorer and leads Minnesota, Noga said he loves it, on!~ thing I like about it is there is guy in this league," Dahl said.
to the. Huskies.

by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Nordic skiers dash
to success at SCSU ·
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The Husky nordic ski teams
have started their first season at
SCSU with a steady start, bllt
aCC9rding to Head Coach 'David
Johnson, introducing the sport to
the campus has become one of his
major goals for this season.
"We
want
to
provide
opp<;>rtunities to women through
nordic skiing," Johnson said.
"Forty-eight women have shown
interest in the beginning of the year
and 19 have stayed on the team."
Johnson said most of the skiers
on the team have not raced
Competitively in the sport and that
onJy five skied in high school.
'The ones who have skied in
high school are the best on the
team, but the others are being
pushed," Johnson •said. "Our
captains (first-year skiers) Heather
fl.eath and Robbi Hamilton are
doing very well. (First-year skiers)
Dana Colestock, who was second
for us· last weekend and Meghan
Peden are also doing gocxl."
Heath, who finished first for the
Huskies last Vfeekend at the
Carletori Classic, thinks the team
has fared well against their
competition this season.
"Considering that most of the·
teams are Division I, we are doing
great," Heath said. "Also, only five

of us skied before in high school
and the rest of the team has only
been on snoW for about a month, So
I think we're doing great."
Heath said the experience and
atmosphere going from high school
to college has been different.
"I didn't take it too seriously in
high school, but it's taken more
seriously here," Heath said. 'The
i-aces are longer and more taxing on
the body. Hopefully training over
the summer will give us more
confidence for next year."
The Huskies finished in seventh
place at the Carleton Classic,
earning ~I points and beating their
first team, Macalester, by one point.
"I don't think we are the type of
caliber team to compete yet, but
being competitive isn't always
about winning," Johnson said. J
Heath agrees with Johnson, but
has said the team has set more longterm goals as they gain more
experience.
"Initially, we hoped to finish
each race. We have our sights· set to
'beating other teams,'i Heath said.
"Ultimately, we want to pressure
the good teams like Michigan
Tech."
Johnson said his team, being in
die central region, has seen some
very gocxl competition.
This we"ekend the Huskies head
off to the University· of Wisconsin
to participate in the Green Bay
Invitational:
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NCC IIEN 1S BASKETBALL

-

Mankato St at Northern Colorado

St. Cloud St. al N011hem Colorado, 8 p.m.
Morningside ac North DakOla ~ -

South I>-Jkua

at

North.DakOla

Mankato St. at Nebraska-Omaha

South Jr.ikOla SI._. at Augtistana

NCC WOMEN'S BASKETBAU.
1227-98 5£andings
Team

NCC
Overall
8-0
16-1
Northern Colorado . ....... 7-1 .......... 15-2
NorthDakolaState
6-2
14-3
St. Cloud State....
&3 ..... ... .. 11-7
AugUSf3na..
..5-4....
. .12-6
South Dakota Slate
5-L .
11-7

Nonh Dakota.

~
South DakOla 98, A;ugustana 67
South l)akOla St. 110, Morning.side. 97

North Dakc:i.a 9;, Nonhem Color.ido 89

MankatoState..

.... 3-6.... .

Nebr.iska-Omaha ...

.....2-0.... .........8-9

•

C· M,mlcnoS. ~ 2

South Dakota St 98, South Dak«.a 90
North Dakota 94, Nebr.iska-Omaha 80
No!lht:rn Colorado 74, Nonh Dak<ila St. 65
Aug1.1.s1ana 107, Morningside 100

~
St. Cloud SL at Nebraska-Omaha, 8 p.m.
South DakOla at North l},;k()(;I St
Morningside at North 0-.tkOla

......12-0

- ·

Nebraska-Omaha 76, Nonh Dakota SI. 68

Chronicle
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Husky Sports Scoreboard

Nonh DakOla St. 78, Ne~--Omaha 48
North DakOla 96, Northern Colorado 81
South Dakotl-St. 70, Morning.tjde 60
Augustana 59, South DakOla 43

-

St. Cloud St. 80, Mankato S1. 75
Northern Colorado at Nonh Dakota St

Nebraska-Omaha at North Da~Ola
Augu.s1ana 78, M01ningside 68
South Dakou St. 62~Sou1h Dakota 53
~
St. Ooud St. at Nehraska-Om.1ha, 6 p.m
. South Dakota at North DakOla Si
Morningside at North Dakora
Mankato St. at Northern Colorado

1:03.30. 4. SCSU, Charlie King 1:03.78
l•Meter Diving, l. SCSU, Ryan Bucher
263.15. 2. SCSU, JeremyFrye216.4.
100 fir- 2. SCSU. Jed Larson 0.§9.9'). 4
SCSU, Dave Lindberg 1:03.63. 6. SCSU,
Andy Collins 1:05.24
100 .Free 2. SCSU, Chad Maki 50.25. 4.
SCSU, Joe ZiskOY.5ky 54.69
~ 100 Back: 4. SCSU, Mike Wencl EX. 5
St. Cloud St. at Northern Colorado, 6 p.m.
SCSU, Dan Tereba EX. 6. SCSU, Jed Larson
Morningside at N"orth Dakoca St
F.X
South Dakota at North 6ak0ia
500 Frtt: I. SCSU, D-.tn Anderson
Mankato Si. al Nebraska-Om.1ha
5:14.9. 2. SCSU, Nick Bechtold 5:16.71. 3.
South DakOla St;. at Augustana
SCSU, Charlie King 5:28.45
3-Meter Diving, 3. SCSU, Ryan Bucher
NCCSwi11111NG
EX. 4. SCSU, Jeremy F,ye EX
~
100-Breast: 2. SCSU, Rusi Taper l:11.53.
St. Cloud St. 108, St. John's Univer,;ity 103
3. SCSU. Da"ve Lindberg 1:15.37. 4. SCSU,
Tuesday's W!(SC5U row/ls
Andy ,Collins EX
•
100 medley relay: 1. SCSU, Andy
100 Free Relay: 2. SCSU, Russ Tapper,
CoUins, Charlie J<jng, D-.m Ander.;on, Joe
Chad Maki, Mike Wencl. Dan Tereba
· Ziskovsky 49.76.
41.85.
200 Free l. scsu , Chad Maki l:49.Sl
WCHA HOCKff
2. SCSU, Mike Wend 1:50.58. 3. SCSU,Jed
Larsonl:59:29.4
"
. 1927 WCJIA 5tandinpt
50 Free l. SCSU, D-,m Tt:reba 22.67. 2.
W-L-T PJ'S GF GA
SCSU. Russ Tapper 23.1. 4. SCSU.Joe
North Dakoca .. ................ 0-4·1 V 79 47
Ziskovsky l4.S9.
Wisoonsin.
... ... 12·H25 64 40
100 Irulividual Medley: I. SCSU, lr.tn
, St.Cloud.State
.,. 12-5-125 65 · 51
Anderson 59.23. 3. SCSU, Nick Bechtold
Colorado College ..............9--7-1 19 6o 6o

-

MinneSOla•Duluth ..........7-10-1 15 49 64
Michigan Tech ... ............6-11-1 13 50 68
MinneSOla . ·
6-10-012 52 54
AlaskaAoctp"age ......... 5-11-2 12 32 49
Denver....
..... 4-12--0 8 48 66
~
SL Cloud St. 6. N011h DakOla 2
. Minnesota 7,Minnesota-Duluth 1
W,.scon.sin 6, Colorado College 5, OT
Mankato Stale 5, Ala.5ka Anchorage 2, (NC)
Denver 5, Vermont 3, (NC)

~

+.orth Dakou 6, St. Ooud St. 2
Wl500t1Sin 4, Color.tdo College 0
' MinneSOla 6, Minnesota-Duluth 5
Denver 3, Dartmouth 2, (Nt;)
Alaska Anchornge 4, Mankato St. l. (NC)
~
Denver at St. Ooud St., 7:05 p.m
Mjnnesota at Michigan Tech, 6:05 p.m.
Alaska Anchor.tge at Wi5oonsin, 7:05 p.m.
Coloqdo College at UM-Du luth, 7:05 p.m

-

Denver at SL Ckiud St., 7:05 p.m.
Minnesou at Michig:m Tech, 4:05 p.m.
AlaskaAochoragea1Wisronsin,7:05p.m
Colorado College at UM-Duluth, 7-05 p.m.
Mankato St. at North Dakota, 2,os p.m.

=-

Mankato St. at North D-akou, 2:05 p.m.

Feeling frisky,
Feeling bold

Get some
lovin'
Lovelines,
coming Feb. 12

Here are some
of our stats.
423 Novell netware file serv_ers ... 12,500
personal computers .. .35,000 application
programs... I00,000 batc;h jobs per day..
13,500,000 on-line transactions per day...
· 40,000,000 lines of code ... 2,600,000,000
· instructions per second :.6,000,000,000,000
·bytes of data stored.

Now show us some of yours ...
at St. Cloud State University.
Visit with one of our corporate placernent
representatives and learn more aboUt our
opportuniti es in networking, application
development, research and development, and
technical suppbrt.
· Minnesota State Universi ty Job Fair on February 16
at the Minneapolis Conventi on C enter
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Interviews for Interns an d full time on February 17
at the St. ½loud State Career Development Office.
Fax your resume to us at 515- 247-5874/ffi~9~mns.

the~•Financial
Group

Des Moines, Iowa 50392-1220
httpJ/www.principal.corri

Your edge on the future ... The Principal Edge
Affirmative Action / Equal O pportunity Employer

anh. I .·Ill·7

how do you -1··
we1co.. to th•c:Laaroo• -

of the t'utill'e, where you
decide what to learn and
how fast to learn it. Our
Computer Based Training • ·
programs will quickly and
conveniently train you in
HTML, _Web Server
AdministrB.tion or Novell
GroupWise. Isn't
1t time to update your
education?

_

I

·

. 111111! 11 th C!:t1r 111 ir;,1v1tii: &m:11ic c,111,11:t

cy~erctau is r.ow ir. senior.

eall202-A93.

THE

CENTER
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at.

Cloud !echnical. College - If.DC
e-mail: naec@c1oud2.tec.mn.us • www.sctcweb.tec.mn.us
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Trivia~~w@rru
KVSC 88.1 FM's Trivia Weekend is
as catchy and constant as Christmas,
according to Marie Richardson of St.
Cloud.
"It gets to be pretty much an illness;· said
Erny Richardson, Marie's sister.
Marie Richardson is one or the 'Trivia

Gods." She is joined by Erny Richanlson and
Chad and Nova Schmitz in creating,

researching and documenting the 450
questions which fuel the 19th annual trivia

competition for 52 hours.
"All of us have started off on teams and
gone to writing," Marie explained.
Marie described the group's philosophy in
choosing and creating questions as simply

fun.
·
"It's very easy to find some dusty little
piece of infonnation no one is going to
know," Erny explained.
The writers try to design their questions
with this in mind - they said they want all
teams to have a fi ghting chance with the
resources they have available.
Erny said they did not want the smaller,
newer teams dropping out after four or five
hours.
"You don't have to know everything about
everything;' Erny said.
She explained anything was fair game
and noted the group tends to stay away
from · macabre subjects and keep the
questions within family standards to make
everyone, including children feel a pan of the
group.
-11tls is easy for Chad and Nova who have
five children - their youngest is five months
old.
"It goes girl, girl, girl, boy, girl," Nova
said.

The Schmitz's oldest daughter is
constantly
bringing them
questions
from
books and
television, Nova
explained.
Nova also said the responsibility of raising
a family is one of the reasons she and
Chad switched to writing questions
three years ago rather than playing on a
team.
"I felt that's something we could both do
more of," she explained.
Marie started writing questions in 1991
and is currently the group's senior member,
although she said there is no hierarchy. Erny
is in her fourth year and they are now a
cohesive group.
"We complement each other very well,"
she ex.plained, noting each has an area of
expertise.
The
Richardson
sisters
travel
and gather ideas, while Chad, an SCSU
student who will graduate in the spring, goes
to the library twice each week to research
questions. Nova estimated the group invests
I000 or more hours preparing for the event.
Richardson's mother is a historian who
helps
with
history
and
classical
music questions, while Erny said she
gleans many questions from television and
the raruo.
"This is definitely a family thing," Erny
said.
Marie said she often sees the world in
terms of trivia - finding questions has
become a daily adventure. ·
• What does this job entail?
'1t's a lot more than you think it is," Nova
. said.

Go ro TRIVIA GODS, PAGE 24 •

Shane Opatz/ PH(ff() ENfOR

(Top row, from the left) Erny Richardson and her sister, Marie Richardson, consult
with {front row, from the left) Chad and Nova Schmitz, at the trivia table in the
Schmitz's home. Marie Richardson is the group's senior member. She began
writing questions in 1991 with Tom Raich and Gary Burt. Raich has since left St.
Cloud and is now a professor at Harvard University. The Trivia Gods are not
currently looking for new additions. Still, they will always consider applicants.

City of St. Cloud works to expand, enrich arts
by Muriah Miller
STAFF WRITER

The
development
of a
. Downtown Arts Community has
been in the works for a number of

yearn.
Fmally, the project's center- the
Paramount Theater - is scheduled
to open in late September.
Downtown St. Cloud will offer
outlets through the Pararnount Arts
District for anyone interested in
classic films, pottery, paintings,
music, drama or just looking for an
entertainment alternative,
The theater, which first opened
as the Shennan Theater, was bought
by
a
growing
Paramount
corporation in 1921 which was
buying theaters and vaudeville
houses nationwide.
The theater, now 77 years old,
will be reopened after a four-year
process of renovating, fundraising
and planning.
"From past press clippings, the
people of St Cloud were awestruck
by thi s beautiful theater," said
Karen L. Mrja, executive director of

the Paramount Theater Resource
Trust. 'Three generations later, a
whole new generation of people
will again be awestruck by the
renovated theater that came
dangerously close to being tom
down."
The
Paramount
Theater
Resource Trust was organized and
incorporated two years ago to help
finance this project costing $5.5
million. $4 million was provided by
the City of St. Cloud, with the other
$1.5 million to be raised by
Paramount Theater Resource Trust,
Inc., who continues moving
towards the goal with $1.2 million
raised at this time.
However, not everything will l}C
renovated. Many architectuial
features of the- original theater
remain,
including decorative
moldings, plaster, woodworking
and the original aqua blue and ivory
stage curtain from 1921 which has
antique artistry and designs.
In order to become the
headquarters for the art of Central
Minnesota, the Paramount Theater
will require a high seating capacity.

The actual theater will seat 450
people on the floor level with 250
seats available in the baJcony. A
laiger lobby will be built in, as well
as the theater connectd to the
Gennaine Towers Building.
This
will
create
an
administrative
building for art

facility will not only promote
artists, but the whole community
and especially young people.
"lnis community has always
had a huge amount of youth [under
21] with nothing to do," Ridlon
said "Hopefully, this center will
offer
something to
people who
are looking
for an outlet
for cultural
St. Goud and artistic
expansion."
This
building will
also
house
offices
for
organizations
Michelle Thorp
such
as

====l•••aa===

~~~~::ons of .
In the lower
level of Gennaine
Towers.there will
also be a visual
arts
studio
including
a
pottery
studio,
photo lab and
computer
resource center to
be coordinated by
Contral
SCSUALUMNA
Minnesota
the St. Cloud
Community Arts
Children's
Council. A retail gallery will also be Theater, County Steams Theatrical
inside the studio, with merchandise Company, Central Minnesota Arts
and artists' works for sale.
Board, St. Cloud Community Arts
According to Charlene Ridlon, Council, and more. The Paramount
executive director of St. Cloud Arts District will offer something
Community Arts Council, the for all ages.

I'm glad
is becoming more

of an arts

community.

According to Ridlon, there is
something going on in St. Cloud in
the arts almost everyday and the
Paramount Center will help to
promote these events and local
artists.
"A major need in our
community is for visual artists
to feel they have a place to do
their work and congregate with
other artists," said Mrja. "The
Paramount Arts District will
provide that."
Community artists will have the
opportunity to sell their art at the
retail gallery or work in the studio
with other artists.
For SCSU art majors, internship
applications will be accepted at the
St. Cloud Community Arts Council
for positions in management of the
visual arts center and also a chance
for students to teach their own art
classes.
According to Mrja, the whole
project was conceived four years
ago by people coming together for
the arts.

Go TO ARTS, PAGE 24 •
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Pop music takes over
Unforgettable songs rule charts, unfortunately
by Betsy Cahill
Music Came
Pop music is back.
Actually, it never really left. But as of lat,e, pop
music has charged ahead full steam and is currently
dominating U.S. charts.
In 1997, the full fledged
attack was mounted and left
us with some, unfortunately,
unforgettable songs.
Leading the way for the
pop movement was that
lovable trio, Hanson. They
were the epitome of pop.
Their lyrics included themes
LL_::,...::._:.:..:,::c,
listener could easily relate

:?

Do you know anyone that can't identify with the

word "MmmBop?''
Hanson's·lyrics all fit into a perfect rhyme
scheme. This made some lines seem out of place,
but the rhyme is what matters in pop music.
Then, there is the whole infectious issue of pop
music.
If I had a dime for every time I heard someone
humming that ridiculous "MmmBop" or the "Barbie
Girl" song, I would be living comfortably.
The main characteristic of a pop band is the
melody that will never escape you. It is often so
simple it becomes contagious and that is how a pop
band captures its audience. Examples include the
Spice Girls, solo Tim Mahoney, and Brit pop bands
Blur and Oasis. Recent ska turned pop bands have
also made it big: No Doubt, The Mighty Mighty
Bosstones and Save Ferris.
The latest genre to be over-powered has been
dance music. In this category, the Brits have
definitely dominated. Trendsetters such as
Morcheeba, Portishead, The Sneaker Pimps and
Hooverphonic have lead the way for the new
innovators, Olive.

Olive released its debut album, Extra Virgin, on
RCA last year. The British trio combine everything
you love about pop music with the great beats of
drum and bass, ambient and trip hop rhythms.
In a genre often classified as trip pop, Olive's
members each have their own musical strength.
Vocals are done by Ruth Ann Boyle. Her
mellow, calming voice is reminiscent of the vocal
sty lings of Morcheeba and Everything But the Girl.
Emotion filled, but not overdope, Boyle's voice is
the petfect accompaniment to various rhythms.
Tim Kellett is pie resident instrumentalist for the
band. Fonnerly with Simply Red, Kellett plays
keyboards, trumpet and fluglehorn on Extra Vrrgin.
Programmer Robin Taylor Firth makes Olive's
sound what it is. He is responsible for the
interesting mix of muted, reversed and
manufactured sounds on the disc.
Olive's first single, "You're Not Alone,"
immediately rose to No. I on U.K. charts. Kellett
wrote the lyrics about having to say goodbye - a
topic which everyone can relate to.
Despite the pop themes, the pop rhyme scheme
isn't present. This makes Olive's songs seem more
intelligent and meaningful than your average pop
band. Boyle sings. "You'll be just fine, take my
thoughts with you, And when you look behind, You
will surely see a face you recogni?(!."
"You Are Nothing" is the 10th track and my
personal favorite. The song uses an ambient rhythm
with relatively little bass, making the emphasis turn
more towards the beautiful melody. The cadence is
enforced by pulsing keyboards and various samples.
For such a sedate and SOQthing song, the lyrics are
bittersweet. The chorus states, "You are nothing
without my love."
The rest of the album includes songs such as
"Outlaw," a song about deception, "Blood Red
Tears," about domestic abuse, and the South
American influenced beats of"I Don't Think;"
Olive is a fresh look at pop music.
It is catchy, but not infectious. Buy it now.
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Rare, clever coniedie~ display talent
Helen Hunt, Greg Kinnear and Natf}an Lane shine in recent releases
I was surprised at how subtly he handled a ·
Nathan Lane ("Birdcage") and his
Hunt plays a waitress who seems to be
the only one able to stomach Nicholson's
role that so often degrades into embellished
brother inherit an old house suddenly
neurotic, sour personality.
cliches.
discovered to be designed by a famous
Good comedies are rare out of
Hunt shows a personal charm which
Another good tulTI is done by Cuba
architect.
Hollywood these days, especially from the
elevates her above mere sitcom status.
• Gooding, Jr., as Kinnear's business.manager.
They are certain they can sell the house
big studios.
Also, this script certainly gives her
As you can see by the previews, "As
. for millions if they can only get tjd of
So, it's not surprising that "As Good As It something to work ~ ith, unlike
Good As It Gets" isn't the kind of film to
the house's.pest, an unassuming little
"Twister."
blast yo1,1 with multiple
mouse.
the
· Brooks has shown in
sight gags or zany antics
This leads to an eye-popping titanic
unconventional
. his work with "The
like the comedy
struggle of mice ;md men trying to .destroy
producers in film and
Simpsons" and his film
"Saturday Night Live"
each other.
television.
·
work (the independent
alumnus.
You're still skeptiCal? So was I; until I
James L. Brooks is deadpan come"dy "Bottle
No; this is more a
saw it.
.
best known for "The
Rocket" for instance) his
. methodical comedy that
This is the newest release by
~impsons," which he
'penchant for off-beat ·
builds off mood and
Dreamworks SKG, the artist's·stu\lio.
is
produces under his
humor.
emotion, punctuated with
Thus, every ounce of creativity possible
production company
This is whefe "As
finely-honed humor.
_ is squeezed into "Mousehunt," resulting in
Gracie Films.
Good As It Gets" shines.
It ends" up making you stunning visuals, an intelligent script, and
At last year's
laugh, but with a kind of · detailed production design... and Nathan
Some qf Nicholson's jabs
Academy Awards, Brooks's production of
are so mean, the film
resonance that strikes
Lane is hilarious!
1 It's like a live action Tom and Jerry, and
"Jerry Maguire" was the only major studio
courts the black.comedy
deeper.
release to be nominated for best picture. ·
genre.
at~~~~~e ~~~busto ~~~~~~;:e~af~~ i~~ae~:~u;at and
Th.is time, Brooks also acts as director
In developing this
and co-writer for "As Good As It Gets."
sometimes cruel humor,
Awards, taking best
imbalanced extenninator.
The film has a bold title, and does a
Brooks ditches the
picture (comedy or
surprisingly good job living up to it.
cheesy pretentiousness that plagues the
- musical) aod best actor and this is one ·
As Good As It Gets:
It stars Jack Nicholson in perfect casting
average comedy or romantic comedy.
instance where the awards are fustly
as a mean old S.O.B. with a few
The biggest shock, however, is Greg
deserved.
psychological "problems."
Kinnear ("Sabrina." TV's "Tulk Soup"). He
On a different note, I always try to keep
(8/10)
Ar_nong these; he refuses ~o step on a line gives a performance and doesn't embarrass
an eye on creative and stylish films,
in the noor and must eat the same breakfast
himself.
especially in unlikely genres.
every day at the same restaurant and same
Quite the contrary, Kinnear performs
· "Mousehunt" is probably the best kids
M®seh!lnt
time.
admirably as Nicholson's gay neighbor.
film I've seen since "James and the Giant
Helen Hunt (TV's "Mad About You") has ·
Peach."
When Kinnear made the leap from TV
been building 'her film career steadily
talk show to the film "Sabrina," many were
"Anastasia" is probably a close second
(7110)
starting with ''Twister."
skeptical of his acting ability.
du~ to its lush animation, but "Mousehunt"
This movie is a big step.
• Well, this critic hasn't seen his debut, but
is a real gem.

by Jason Lethert
FILM CRITIC

B

Gets," one of year~!':~r::':o:~m

Tbe biggest shock,
however, Greg
Kinnear. He gives
· a peiformanc.e
and doesn't
embarrass himself. -
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I,{1/Recyd¼useI
Club Germain Fitness

•
t

3 Month Special
only

$49.95

($10.00 Start-up fee)

Coffee got you a little edgy? It might seem like a
great way tO get en~rgy but it's packed with caffeine,
sugar, and tons of other stuff you probably don't
want in your body. General N~i:rition Center h~
herbal energy products like Optiboli~ Energel with
Siberia gi,nsing for a natt~ral way to·get real energy
you need without all the junk you don't.

So next time you need a fl;al pick-up, don't go for

,

Racquetball
• Nautilus
• Aerobics
• Treadnulls
, • Spa

• L1fecycles
• Sta1rcllmbmg
• Free Weights
• Marcy Gym
• Personal Tramer

* 5 Free Tans
* NoContract
* Students Only

919 St. Germain Street, St_. Cloud• 255-1171

the joe. Try GNC's Optiboli~ Energel instead and

'lhinkaboutlt..

take the edge off.

Next year 9ou can live in an apartment buildiI?-g with a
~ for your u.se at no charge to you. We have

REE POWERBAR! 1
1

~ndow.s, Word for Windows, Word Perfect, and a
connection to the library and much more:

Coupon #2846, Offer expires March ~_1st~ 19981 GNC

~------------------------------L----.-----•-■-■-■-■-Only at. Bridgeview South and Bridgeview West.
We have apartments available for men
a'.nd women now for fall semester.

. For more information call Dennis at

Pillar Property Management.

Call Today
259-4259.
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Photo contributed by Paramount Theater Resource Trust

The renovation of the Paramount Theater will be one aspect of the Downtown Arts Community.
Pictured is the original stage, curtain and artistry dating back to 1921.

Arts PAGE21
The Paramount project's mission states ''The arts are
for everyone" including different cultures, ages and
educational backgrounds.
"Paramount is definitely ·a huge start in the
Downtown Arts Community with a great historical
location;" Ridlon said. "Minneapolis and St. Paul both
have downtown areas renovated to Arts districts, riow
it's time for St. Cloud."
Mrja hopes to continue the ·synergy of doW!}town St.
Cloud by providing the multidisciplinary,
multigenerationaJ facility for all to enjoy.
''To me, the .renovated Paramount Theater is not
<;>Illy preserving the past, . but is enabling us t9 ·
accommodate the needs of our present artists,
.... performers and people," Mrja.said. "It will take the past.
and present and move us towards the future."
Ridlon said in St. Cloud's .recent years, students

·s.:

have been a large part of things happening _in the
community and said the Paramount Arts District will
provide opponunities for college students to give some
adult vision to' younger people or to work with other
artists.
Tm glad that St. Cloud is becoming more of an arts
community," said Michelle Thorp, 1997 alumna of Art.
"lt [Paraf!l()upt Arts Center] is a· great idea because
students need those opportunities and will appreciate
art more."
If a person is looking to watch a classic like "Gone
With the Wind" or to create clay pottery, the Paramount
Arts District will provide an entertainment alternative .
and education in arts of St. Cloud. • ·
The Paramount Theater and its arts district a~
located at 913 West St. Gennaine Strr?et and will be
opening in late September for the general public.

Cloud Technical Colleg'. is

Totally

concerned

with providing hands-on experience necessary to obtain a real

Committed
"To

job/"' "lnstrnctor, are

the best education pos~sible for you!"

to pro'1ding

ootainagood

All questions have to be
The clock is ticking and trivia is
verifiable by 'two-sources - Internet on tJie horizon.
is given the least·priority.
KVSC will be accepting team
The group keeps binders of old registration fonns along with
questions, bookshelves and files the $25 fee up until 4:30 p.m. Feb.
filled with trivia infonnation and 6.
current questions.
Anyone can play - new teams
Then, from these piles, they are always welcomed.
assemble, schedule and finalize the
"I want evefJbody to get hooked
questions to be used in t~e 011 this," Erny said.
competition.
·
Nova echoed that opinion and
Nova
said
there
are offered suggestions for teams - she
specific fonnats· and different said books, txxlies and a phone
topics for each hour, plus, they have were valllable resources.
to
plan · slots
for
the
She also said having a computer
visual trivia
is not cruciaJ to a
and the newest
team's success.
addition
She emphasizedquestions
the importance of
written
by
team members.
reruns.
they can
I want everybody_ flip"Ifa page
Teams
of a
have.
been
book, they can be
to get
requesting this
helpful to you at
hooked on
privilege for
some point," she
several years
explained.
this. .
in surveys.
In the days
. The trivia
before
the
Erny Richardson
gang has been
contest-t
she
TRIVIA GODDESS
, working
to
suggests
find a way to
gathering
allow teams to
sources.
Erny
create a . question for the other emphasized
to
relax
and
teams and still make it fair for have fun - take a break from the
everyone.
winter.
Teams can enter a question for
Curious about thi Trivia Gods?
20 points, which they cannot
Check out their ·website at
answer:
"http://tigger.stcloud.msus.edu/
If they do not enter a guestion, ~schmic04" or they can be found at
one will be entered in their KVSC the weekend of the contest,
honor.
answering the Challenge Line.

SfEM; ~Ell!\·,~
~ heun~efi.yw-Qffl hmh

FREE
rnCANCUN & NEGRIL
~fN111$~

salary, a license or cenilkation is invaluable." "The newe~t
and best available

Technology

bemg~"ght

at St. Cloud Technical College is required for success in

w,

p,u;~ alw available
NN5>llu, Bahru~ Panama City, FL
F1.. 1..nu&,,da!.e, n. .. S; Padre blond,,~

Thhdnw-c,11/m"D.t.aa.

8()()..6574048

the workplace." -A Studem's View
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This space could be yours ..... .
Chronicle Advertising 255-3943

, and much mor .
s may use the time
ax or run errands.
cost is $2 an hour~
$6 for the night. ....
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PEARL JAM
Listening Pa):'ty

Hear the new Pearl Jam
album Yield lfe(ore you
can buy it. ..
Saturday, Jan. 31, 4-6 p.m.

FREE

PIZZA
AND POP

'PEARL JAM
GIVEAWAYS

YIELD in stores Feb. 3!
Hours: 10 a.m.-9 p.m. M-F, 10 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat, 11 a.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

ST. CLOUD

28 S. 5th Ave. • 2 51-2 569

ied in a Big Drift of
Holiday Bills? Get some
relief with a Holiday
Consolidation Loan.
at only 9% APR',·a rate lower than most credit cards! This loan can pay off
your higher interest credit card bills"" (VISA, MasterCard, Discover, JC Penney's,
Dayton's, etc.) up to $3,000, giving you one lower monthly payment. Stop by or
call today for more details.
Membership in SCCU is open to students, fa cuhy and starr of St. Cloud Stale University. All loans subject to
credit approval. "A PR-Annual Percentage Rate.
loans or SCCU VISA balances nor
__ _ _
eligible for consolidation. loan limirs: consol'.da1e up to.$3.000 at 9%' for/lmonths. orup
to $6,000 at /Z% for 24 monrhs. Rates are valid as of 1/1/98 and offer expires 1/14/98.
___
_

--sccu

located in Room A152 of Atwood Memorial Center.

I

N
.
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~sccu
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Housing
EFACIENCIES
1-4 bdnn. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.
1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in

~:k~~~-12-month lease only.

Classifieds

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
.
close to SCSU. Heat pd. , on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 251·
8284, or 251-9418.

PRIVATE ROOM
for female in 4-bdrm. apt., heat pd.,
OW, campus close, quiet and clean.
25Hl005.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.

2-BDRM.
: · in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
.Summerftall. Call 251-8941.
2-BDRM. $425/MO.

4-bdrm. units acr~ from campus.
Clean quality living. DW, A/C, heat
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
203-7789.
.

Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.

STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. 2
showers, . OW, micros., security.
Heat paid. 253-1154.

WEST CAMPUS

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd
Available immediately. Reasonable
rents. Short-tem1 leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.

single rooms near Halenbeck.
:~~- Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free

reserved parking with · plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
::~~-water pd. Northern Mgmt.

2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdnn. 253-1154,
Select Prop.
OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdnns. Near Hockey Center. 4bdrm. spLit units with tw.o full baths.
OW, micros., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.
close to downtown and SCSU, heat
pd., Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 251·
9418.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
sp~cious 1 & 2-bdnn. apts in 8-plex.
Pnvate off-street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
PRIVATE ROOMS?
we flave several vacancies for men
and women in 4-bdnTI. apts. and
ck>se to SCSU,

~ 25~~tro.,

BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdnn. apts. near Cobom's and
D.T. 1~ or 12-mo. leases. Dan 2511925.
MALE TO SHARE
4-bdnn. apt. Heat pd., private room,
near sc;su, ow, new carpet. 251·

SUBLEASER WANTED
across from campus. DW, micro.,
/>JC. Contact Equity Investments,
Jeff, 203-7789.
1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdnn. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size arid
~ta~.ic ut!. pd. Northern Mgmt.
VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhOusing.com.
Campus Management..._
MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdnn. on SE side. French
balconies, on bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
EFACIENCIES

:~/$2~~-

~~•s!.ind Murphy

CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. wnh 2 full baths.
Extra. storage. OW, garages,
security. Heat pd. 253-1154.
5 & 6-BDRM. APTS.

~~1dJ~25~?~~-

util., parking

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdnn. $405. 1-bdnn. widen or 2bdnn. sm. $425. 2-bdnn. reg. $445.
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ce1hng fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.

6005.

3-BDRM.APT.
avail.spring quarter. can Rich, 6548099.

UNIVERSIT't SQUARE 11
4-bdnn. apts. Avail. now. OW, />JC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189 - $210/mo., plus
part<ing. Call SM & M, 253-1100.

3 ROOMS FOR RENT
$225/mo. Parking and utilities
included. 654-6010.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
'
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
~ases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
.

THE CASTLE
winter grad. seeking spring
subleaser. Spacious 1--bdRTI. apt.
Close to campus and downtown.
Parking avail., on-site laundry.
$360/mo. including util. Call John at
259-1914.

4-BDRM. APTS.
various locations. 259-9673 or 2599283, Courrier Prop.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES.
Call Dan at251·1925.

HOUSES
18
campus
locations.
3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 11, 13-bdnn. houses,
Great locations. Free parking.
Quality living. Dan 251-1925.
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p O lictes••
•

• Deadlin~: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and n,don Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
• Classifieds·will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
· Clas.sified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds mana'ger, avail.ible at 2553943 or 255-2164, during busines.s _hours and ask for clas.sifieds.
4-BDRM. APTS.
$195110 mo. lease, $175/12 mo.
lease. Heat and basic cable
included. 259-9673, Courrier Prop.

NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
ho_u~es, •apt. houses, and apt.
buIldIng. 44 campus locations. Dan,
251-1925.

FOR RENT
8-BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR 10 PEOPLE
l::M.lE. YEID'. .t,!]QE. l!EQ.8IEQ
2 FULL BATHS· KITCHEN/DININ<
-UVINGROOM
LARGE ROOMS ALL WITH
'PRIVATELY KEYED ROOMS
'COMPUTER HOOKUPS
'PHONE
'PAVED PARKING
'1 BLK. FROM CAMPUS
'DISHWASHER/ LAUNDRY
'RENT ENTIRE HOUSE SAVE$$
$200 • $245
Phone 32(),267-3291 - 251-4160N/A 255-1274 Greg.

COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.
2-bdnn. apts. near NHC. $460·
$480/tOmo. leases. Electric heat.
Dan 251-1925.

~

rvn nc,.,

9-BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR 10 PEOPLE
~ YEID'. ~ UPDATED
3 FULL BATHS· KITCHEN/ DININC
-LIVING ROOM
LARGE ROOMS ALL WITH
'PRIVATELY KEYED ROOMS
'COMPUTER HOOK-UPS
'CABLE
'PHONE
'DECK
'GARAGES
'PAVED PARKING
'1 BLK. FROM CAMPUS
'DISHWASHER/ LAUNDRY
'RENT ENTRE HOUSE SAVE$$
$215-$245
Phone 320-267-3291 • 251-4160 •·
N/A255-1274 Greg

AFFORDABLE
4-bdrm. apts., Westview, close
SCSU new library, heat pd., NC,
OW. 251-8284, 251-9418.

SMALL 3-BDRM. HOUSE
1 blk. from campus. June '98, 2599434.
3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice $245 each, 1 yr. lease, 1
blk. to campus. Call Greg 267-3291,
251-4160 N/A255-1274.
1 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
~~g]~S:.ve., avail. starting June.

710 APTS.
,1 ;
2-bdnn. and 3-bdrm. apts. 3 blks. W.
of NHC. Electric heat. Dan 2511925.

2-BDRM.
side by ~de duplex by Ha~nbeck
Hall. Call 251-8941.
AMENTES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2,3 and 4-bdnn., decks, heat pd.,
DW, />JC. 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
BENTONWOOD
SE location. Junct. 10 and 23. 2bdrm. apts. 10- or 12-mo,. leases, on
bus line. Dan, 251-1925.
2, 4 AND 5-BDRM. APTS
2 full baths, micro., OW, security,
heat pd. 259-9283, Courrier Prop.
AVAILABLE 3/1
efficiency with private bath. On
5th Ave. 253-1154.

SHARE 4-BDRM. HOUSE
with 3 mature students. util. pd., free
laundry. 202-9598 Chad.

AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 2518284, or 251-9418.

HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, tele., in each
bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679.

2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
several Jocations. can 259-9283
Courrier Prop.
'

"THE CASTLE"
1, 2, 3-bdnn. apts. Quality living.
Dan, 251-1925.

UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdnns. close to SCSU and
dowtown, heat pd., OW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.

RAVINEAPTS
Fall 1998, 253-7116.
NOW RENTING FOR THE 1998'99 schoo year. 251-1814or
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management.

OLD.UNIQUE
apt., 4 units, spacious 1-bdrm.
Downtown area, security, parking.
$350/mo. can Virginia 255-0479 E,
259-4540 D.

METROVIEW APTS.
2 and 3-bdnn., close to SCSU,
decks, DW, heat pd., />JC, security
garages, micros., Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
DUPLEX • 3-BDRM.
2 rooms avail. Male, non-smoker,
SE side on bus line. Quiet
neighborhood, LD avail., util. pd.,
$225/mo. Wginia, 255-0479 E, 2594540 D.
2-BDRM. APTS.
very n~e. newly remodled, $275 •
$295/mo. ea. 1 yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg 267-3291, 251·
4160, N/A255-1274.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdnn. apts. and 1 house lor 5
•women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
~,campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
ROOMS NEAR SCSU AND
DOWNTOWN
$200 to $250/mo., includes cable
TV, phone, and util. Call 249-2222,
leave message.
SUBLEASER NEEDED 2/1
for 1-bdnn. apt., 4 blks. from
campus. $380/mo. includes garage.
259-7793, leave message.
MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard, huge kitchen, big living room,
satellne TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
241).6988.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdnn., many locations. 2-bdnn. 1
block from campus. 253-1154
Select Properties.
'
WEST CAMPUS II
2, 4-bdnn. apts. with 2 large baths,
DW, AfC. Close to campus. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
FEB. PAID
4-bdrm. to share wtth 3 males.
1226 9th Ave. So. St. Cloud
$215/mo. Gall Pillar Prop. 259-4259.
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today (251-1814) or see us on
the web scsuhousing.com. Campus
Management.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
ciose to SCSU and dowtown, locked
bdrms., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284, 2519418.
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IVYAPTS.
4-bdnn. apts., OW, micro., security
and basic cable included. Heat ·pd.
259-9673, Counier Prop.

TYPING
fast, accurate and professional.
240-2355.

CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from $CSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, tele., in. each bdrm.
Security, DW, micro., heat. 240-

ATTENTION:
SCSU Health Fair sponsored by
Health Services! Free goodies, door
prizes, activities and .many
participants. 2/11 10a.rn.-4p.m.,
Atwood Ballroom.

0679, 250-0679.

APTS., ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents rt all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parl<ing.
more. 253-1154, Select

. 1ip:~:.

M & MAPTS.
now renting for 1998 - 99 school yr.
4-bdnm. apts., all freshly updated.
259-9434.
1-BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9-

mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, _
on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,

water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.

BEST SUBLEASER ON 5TH AVE.
immediate opening, male. Now
$179/mo. Private room, 2-bath apt.
Low deposrt. 259-9434.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
FOR RENT:
newly remodeled 6-bdnm. house 1
block from campus. Lots of parl<ing.

welcome. Meetings held Fridays
in Stewart Hall, 103 from 1-2
p.m. Call Counseling Center for
questions, 255-3171.

PARKING SPACE
I'm looking to rent a parking space
near the intersection of 5th Ave. S.
and 10th St. I would like something
off-street, preferably a garage. Call
Sarah at 654-0885.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/
Personals
RECEPTIONIST
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
part-time with growing company in
PRETEND
Sauk Rapids. Position is flexible
prayer is no substitute for with class schedule. Ideal candidate
knowledge. The infinitely immoral will be a business or accounting
biblical Jesus infinitely tortures his major. C9uld lead to post grad.
own children on the basis of belief. position in related field. Calf lina or
Is an infinite torturer, infinite Becky at 612-SS0-9152.
terrorizer, infinite persecutor of his
own children worthy of worship? Is
HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
the infinite torturer of human beings
INCOME
a perfect moral example, or an · sound to you?? Amazing, profitable
infinitely bad moral example? Is opportunity. Send sen-addressed
spending an eternity in the company stamped envelope to: International
of an infinite torturer (Jesus) heaven 1375 Coney Island· Brooklyn, N.Y.
or hell? Is infinite torture infinite love 11230
or infinite hate? Those who threaten
others with infinite torture are
$1,000 WEEKLY!!
terrorists (e.g clergy). Fight stl#f envelopes at home for $2 each
terrorism. Nature equals reality. plus bonuses. FIT, PIT. Make $800+
Atheism is true.
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one sase to: N •
126, 12021 Wilshire Bwd., Suite
If the person who writes 652, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
MJesus and Satan are Pretend"
knows what courage is, why does
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
he remain anonymous? To me, he now hiring part-time bus drivers.
seems rather cowardly.
Hrs. 6:45 - 8:30 a.m. and 2 - 4:15
-T.R.
p.m. No experience necessary. Paid
!raining. $8.50 - $10.50/ hr. Call
Spanier Bus Service 251-3313 for
God loves the people of more info.
this wortd so very much that he
gave me, his only son, so that all
those who have courage because of
me shall have eternal life and shall
never die.
-Jesus of Nazareth

WHAT tF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. 1-800-3664786. httpJ/www.mazexp.com
FREE CASH GRANT!
College. Scholarships. Business.
Medical bills. Never repay. Toti Free
1-800-218-9000 ext. G-3883.
***ACT NOW!!
LAST CHANCE TO RESERVE
YOUR SPOT FOR
BREAK! GROUP D
FOR 6 OR MORE. CA
TOURS FOR SOUTH PADRE,

Laundry. References needed. CANCUN,
JAMAICA
AND
Female preferred. Call ~Marl< 612-..,., FLORIDA. 1-SOQ-838-8203 _/
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM

MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S.E.
locatiOn. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
PRAIRIE HOME
2-bdrm. large rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air conditioners.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. Units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., .security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.

For Sale
OCEANIC 55+ AQUARIUM +
STAND
filters, gravel, rock, dee., htr., on
campus. $350 or b/o. 202-1630 or
255-4086, Shawn leave msg.

Attention
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.

PARENT SUPPORT GROUP!
married and single parents
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TOP NOTCH
NURSING ASSISTANTS
PT OR FT
progresSive health care center
seeks individuals with stroog work
ethic. paid training, compet!tive
wages, credit for exp_erience,
flexible hours & friendly work
environment. Apply in person at:
Country Manor Health Care &
Rehab Center, 520 1st St. NE,
Sartell, MN EOE

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free 1800-218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for
current_listings.

910 2146

CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1998 best choice. Across from
SCSU Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well-cared for buIldIng
with class,c design. New unit and
common area carpet. Practical price and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpool, spa. DW and micro. Call
240-0234, to take a look.
_

ATTENTION NON•
TRADITIONAL STUDENTS:
interested in being part of a.
CLUB specifically for • Non- ·
Traditional
students
and
recognized by SCSU? Call the
Non-Traditional
student
coorllinator at 255-3171.

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WOs. Your Area. Toll Free
"1-800-21 8-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listing~.
·
ACAPULCO SPRING BREAK
with,Bianchi-A.ossi Tours! Packages
from $425.90. Parly Extravaganza
includes: FREE cover, FREE drinks,
VIP service, & more. Call for info.
320-654-8998 or 1 B00-875-4525.
www.bianchi-rossi.com.

An , opportunity await's you in
Student Government. We have
positions available:
*Legislative Affairs Chair
*Senator Represenlive for the
College of Science and
Technology
"Judicial Council Member
~~~~~alag~~~::: 01~~- in Atwood ·
Appl. due by 4 p.m. Feb. 2 _For
more info. Call 255-3751.

SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Orgariize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-_
800-574-7577.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
neede~: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseball, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
Arlene Streisand, 1-80Q-443-6428;
516-433-8033.
NANNIES!
live-in positions with Pre.screened
Nationwide Professional Families..
Top salaries. Benefits. 1yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
TIME?
earn $500 to $1000 from home this
mo. worl<ing 1 hrlday. Call 259-

0248.
EARN $750 - $1,500/WEEK
raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a VISA
fund-raiser on your campus. No
investment & vef'j little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
call for infom,ation today. Call 1800-323-8454 x95.

---,,.----=•-----".,....=.......c

Employment

MODELS /ACTORS/
ENTERTAINERS NEEDED
we have an immediate need in the
St. Cloud area for . males and
females ages O- 75+, an sizes, all
looks, all talents. Work is shownl. in
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN
mag. , TV, etc. No experience is
don't miss ou1 ·on the HOTTEST necessary. We pay $50/ hr. Part~estination in Mexico. Airfare, 7 time, flexible hrs. We work around
nights hotel, transfers, FREE drinks, your schedule. To apply, or to find
15 FREE meals; parties. For FREE out more info., bring any snapshot
brochure
1-800-395-4896 of yourself (if you have one) to the
(www.collegetours.com)
Best Western Kelly Inn, St. Cloud on
Jan. 29, anytime between 6 p.m. 10 p.m. No appt. is needed. People
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251- under 17 should bring a parent. BE
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on THERE - DCN'T MISS OUT!
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
LIKE TO DRIVE?
Headquarters and all other
:dents, $5 All other weekdays, like to get paid to drive? Give us a.
call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
min. DOT, COL's preferred, 2532226.

Notice

PART-TIME CARETAKER
light
maintenance.
Campus
Management, 251-1814 ask for Jeff.

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
VISA application. Call 1-800-9320528 X 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

AUTO PARTS SALES
part-time counterperson. Apply at
Bumper to Bumper Auto Parts, 6th
Ave. and Division Street.
$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

$lOOO POSSIBLE TYPING
part-time. At home. Toll Free 1-aoo218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.
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lndoor Swimming Pool and Spa"
Relax in our J;,eautiful
Whirlpool
and
Swimming Pool!
Then, ta}<e advantage
of our Sauna
Available in both men's and womert's locker rooms

•Plus aerobic dasses at NO_~o_cbor:ges!"
Stairmasters,
Treadmills, Elipticals,
Computerized Strength
Equipment, EFX,
Stepmills, Powercize,
Rowing Machines,
Recumbent Bikes,
Schwinn Airdyne
Exercycles, Nordic
Tracks, Racing Bikes,
Extensive Freeweights,
Plus Much More!

Aqua Aerobics,
Suntanning,
Massage, Personal
Training, Day Care,
Nutrition
Counseling,
Racquetball,
Basketball,
. Wal~ball ,II/ff

ve

re a11.

